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Abstract

End-to-End network slicing is an emerging technology that provides substantial poten-

tial for supporting various services and carries flexible resource orchestration for 5G

networks. The technology allows a physical infrastructure to be divided into several

logical and virtual network slices based on the powerful Software-Defined Networking

and Network Function Virtualization techniques. However, it is challenging to ensure

high efficiency of resource utilization and energy consumption in the deployment of

network slices by proposing design policies for different scenarios. Thus, it is neces-

sary to investigate appropriate algorithms of design policy to facilitate the deployment

of the network slices onto a shared underlying infrastructure in various scenarios. In

the thesis, the proposal of design policy is based on multiple objectives. The primary

design objectives are covered from three different aspects, containing the character-

istics of diverse service scenarios, the fluctuated traffic demands in the network and

the energy consumption of network slices. On this basis, the proposed algorithms

aim to enhance resource and energy efficiency and satisfy various service require-

ments for different 5G use cases, including enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB),

massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) and ultra Reliable & Low Latency

Communications (uRLLC).

Firstly, a design problem of network slicing is proposed and formulated via a

mathematical model. And a basic algorithm of design policy is presented, which

can ensure various network slices in different use cases are deployed onto a shared

underlying infrastructure with a certain number of resources. The proposed algorithm

can deliver an efficient utilization of network resources and a balanced occupancy of the

physical network. Nevertheless, the design policy fails to consider the uncertainty in

service requirements. For instance, uncertainty can lead to fluctuating traffic demands.



iv

Thus, in the following work, a service-aware design problem is formulated with the

fluctuations in traffic demands, including a deterministic formulation and a robustness

one. In addition, a heuristic algorithm is proposed to realize the mapping of network

slices under fluctuation in resource requirements and guarantee the performance of

different services. However, the design problem for network slices is an NP-hard

problem, its exact formulation is incapable of obtaining optimal solutions within a

reasonable computation time. Besides, it is very likely for heuristic algorithms to suffer

from a locally optimal solution. Hence, thirdly, a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)-

based approach is introduced to investigate the design problem with an energy-aware

objective. It is modeled as a Markov Decision Process problem with the elements

of state, action and reward. Furthermore, a policy network is established based on

the Pointer Network architecture. And the network model is trained by leveraging

the Advantage Actor-Critic algorithm. It is found that the proposed design policy

can guarantee an efficient energy cost. Finally, the thesis is summarized, and some

promising research directions for the network slicing design problem are stated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Nowadays, an explosive growth of mobile data traffic and unpredictable connections

among devices can stimulate tremendous pressure on the performance of traditional

communication networks [1]. With the rapid development of wireless communication

technologies, 5G networks and beyond systems are expected to support a wide range

of services with various performance requirements for different application scenarios.

Thus, Network Slicing (NS) technology has emerged as a powerful architecture in 5G

networks, which allows the physical network to split into several virtual, isolated and

logical End-to-End network slices [2]. Different network slices can be accommodated

by a shared underlying infrastructure based on various requirements of Quality of

Service (QoS).

Network slicing technology has been developed as an appropriate way for the

network management and administration, which can provide multi-tenancy, scalability

and flexibility. Specifically, it is built on several promising softwarization technologies,

such as Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [3], Software-Defined Networking

(SDN) [4], and Cloud computing [5]. NFV provides a new way to virtualize network

functions and enables them to operate on proprietary hardware, promising the flexibility

of resource management and orchestration. SDN is a developing technology that

can decouple the data plane of the forwarding process of network packets from the
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control plane of the routing process. In addition, Cloud computing technology can

allocate resources dynamically to run applications for remote end users through cloud

architectures with a set of data center servers and software development platforms.

Network slices can be enabled by leveraging network virtualization technologies,

which allow multiple virtual networks to be deployed onto the same physical infrastruc-

ture [6]. In the network virtualization, physical resources are managed and orchestrated

by Infrastructure Providers (InPs). NFV technology can facilitate service operators to

deploy Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) and Network Service Providers (NSPs) flex-

ibly, which can integrate diverse network resources of multiple providers to generate

customized Virtual Networks (VNs) [7]. Besides, network slices are provided by Slice

Providers (SPs) for tenants to supply diverse services. To realize different services,

tenants can apply for a new creation of network slices from Network Operators (NOs)

based on their specific requirements. The services can be described by a set of Service

Function Chains (SFCs) with a predefined sequence of VNFs [6].

Each use case can be served by a set of network slices. And every network slice

consists of a set of Network Slice Instances (NSIs) including VNFs and abstraction of

required infrastructure resources [4]. The network slicing technology can orchestrate

and manage network resources flexibly, which can provide multiple services satisfying

various performance requirements in different use cases.

Three fundamental types of 5G use cases have been identified: massive Machine

Type Communications (mMTC), enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBBs) and ultra

Reliable & Low Latency Communications (uRLLC) [8]. Particularly, mMTC use

cases can support massive device accesses sending small data packages. eMBB use

cases express performance requirements on high traffic demands, and uRLLC use

cases require millisecond latency and high reliability.

Although the network slicing technology brings substantial benefits to 5G networks,

some intractable issues still need to be addressed. One of the vital problems is the

Network Slicing Design Problem (NSDP), which is defined as how to efficiently guide

the implementation of network slices constrained by limited infrastructure resources.
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Technically, the NSDP is derived from the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE)

technology [9, 10] and the Service Function Chaining Placement (SFCP) technique [11–

13]. Despite this, the NSDP can not be solved by only leveraging these two techniques.

The main reason is that the existing methods focused mainly on the reduction of

Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) and Operational Expenditures (OPEX). They give

little consideration on the inherent characteristics of network slices, especially for

different service use cases.

To sum up, it is significant to study the network slicing design problem. And the

problem should be extensively investigated in both academia and industries.

1.2 Network Slicing Design Problem Statement

The overall aim of the network slicing design problem is to deploy different network

slices onto the physical infrastructure and efficiently allocate the required computa-

tional, storage and networking resources based on proper mechanisms while satisfying

various Service Level Agreements (SLAs) of network slice tenants. The thesis aims to

achieve the goal by proposing several algorithms of design policy with different design

objectives constrained by limited resources of the underlying infrastructure, taking into

consideration different characteristics of various use cases, fluctuated traffic demands

in the network and the energy consumption of the network slices. The proposed design

policies intend to satisfy the performance requirements of various network slices in

different use cases and enhance the resource and energy efficiency of the network.

In the thesis, it is assumed that the VNFs and virtual links in different network

slices are provisioned by the same underlying infrastructure. And the physical nodes

and physical paths in the underlying infrastructure have the same priority to host every

VNF and virtual link. End-to-End network slices are deployed to provide services

in various 5G application scenarios for users. Each Slice Service Instance (SSI) is

modeled as a set of VNFs and the required resources (e.g. computing, networking and

storage resources), which can form a deployed network slice request to satisfy certain

network characteristics. The required resources are allocated to the requests according
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Fig. 1.1 Illustration of the network slicing design problem for various 5G use cases.

to a set of restrictions. Fig. 1.1 illustrates that different customized network slices

including several SSIs are established onto the underlying infrastructure.

1.3 Research Contributions

The main contributions of the thesis are the proposal of the network slicing design

problem with multiple design objectives and the delivery of the algorithms of de-

sign policies for network slices in 5G networks. The research contributions can be

summarized as follows:

• The network slicing design problem has been presented and solved from multiple

aspects with different design objectives. The proposal of design objective mainly

focuses on the various network characteristics of eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC

use cases, the fluctuation of traffic demands in the network and the energy cost

of the network slices deployment.

To be specific, a basic design objective is proposed for various use cases, on

this basis, a service-aware design objective is presented with fluctuated traffic
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demands, both of them are considering the bandwidth resource utilization, the

CPU and memory resource utilization and latency. Besides, an energy-aware

design objective is given, which consists of the energy consumption of physical

nodes and links.

• The formulation of an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem for the net-

work slicing design problem is presented, which aims to satisfy the performance

requirements in different 5G application scenarios and improve the resource and

energy efficiency of the network.

In particular, two optimization models of the service-aware network slicing

design problem are formulated concerning uncertain traffic demands. A deter-

ministic formulation is regarded as a nominal case with certain traffic demands.

And a robust one is developed as an extended version of the deterministic for-

mulation to deal with uncertain situations, where equivalent robust counterparts

can be obtained with robust coefficients.

• A basic heuristic algorithm and a service-aware heuristic algorithm are pro-

posed respectively to solve the network slicing design problem by obtaining

sub-optimal solutions. Both algorithms are inspired by the Particle Swarm Opti-

mization (PSO) algorithm. They are considered as a trade-off scheme between

computational efforts and the quality of solutions.

Specifically, in the basic algorithm of design policy, each particle is regarded as

a design solution of VNFs in network slices. Furthermore, in the service-aware

algorithm, each particle represents a final design solution of network slice, and it

is assumed that each network slice contains a set of end-to-end traffic demands

that may fluctuate after they steer through a collection of predetermined order

VNFs. An initialization algorithm of particle swarms is presented to obtain a set

of candidate solutions. An update scheme of particle positions is also proposed

to guide the particles to approach the sub-optimal solution during exploration

processes according to fitness values with fluctuated traffic demands.
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• Regarding the energy-aware network slicing design problem, it is modeled as

a Markov Decision Process (MDP) problem with a set of critical elements,

including a finite state space, a finite action set, a transition probability and a

reward function. The reward function is investigated in terms of the link energy

consumption of network slices, which can combine the design process of VNFs

with the design process of virtual links.

Particularly, a Deep Reinforcement Learning-based algorithm, the Advantage

Actor-Critic (A2C) algorithm, is employed to solve the energy-aware problem

by learning design policies. The parameterized policy network as an actor

network is optimized under the guidance of a critic network. The policy network

is implemented based on the pointer network architecture with an attention

mechanism, and both the actor and critic networks contain two Recurrent Neural

Networks (RNNs) with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) layers. And a search

strategy is presented to refine and update the parameters of the policy network

and verify the sampled solutions during the inference process for determining the

final design solutions. The present algorithm architecture can provide flexibility

and scalability in terms of the size of output sequences, which is appropriate to

address the network slicing design problem with a variation of network slices.

Additionally, the work publications listed below present the research outputs of

the thesis.

Publications:

• Ranyin Wang, A. Hamid Aghvami, Vasilis Friderikos. An End-to-End Net-

work Slicing Design Policy. (2020). In 2020 IEEE 31st Annual International

Symposium on Personal, Indoor and Mobile Radio Communications, pp. 1-6.

• Ranyin Wang, A. Hamid Aghvami, Vasilis Friderikos. Service-Aware Design

Policy of End-to-End Network Slicing for 5G Use Cases. (2022). IEEE Trans-

actions on Network and Service Management, 19(2), pp. 962-975.

• Ranyin Wang, A. Hamid Aghvami. Energy-aware Design Policy for Network

Slicing using Deep Reinforcement Learning. (Under review)
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1.4 Thesis Structure

The rest chapters of the thesis are organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 introduces the technical background of the research area in this thesis.

The chapter firstly gives a brief introduction of key concepts in the End-to-

End network slicing technology. Then, the fundamental knowledge of the

network slicing technology is introduced, including the implementing principles

and framework of network slices. A brief summary of 5G use cases is also

presented. Besides, this chapter summarizes the enabling technologies of the

network slicing design problem, including the Virtual Network Embedding, the

Service Function Chain Placement, the Optimization Methods and the Deep

Reinforcement Learning technology.

• Chapter 3 presents a basic network slicing design policy for different use cases.

One of the vital aims of the network slicing design problem is to solve the

deployment of different network slices and guarantee them coexist in the same

physical infrastructure. Thus, in this chapter, an ILP formulation of the basic

network slicing design problem is formulated with multiple design objectives

for various use cases. And a heuristic algorithm of a versatile design policy is

proposed to ensure different kinds of network slices can be deployed onto a

shared physical network while satisfying the service requirements of various

application scenarios.

• Chapter 4 proposes a service-aware network slicing design policy for different

use cases concerning fluctuated traffic demands in the network. One of the

key challenges is how to develop a proper deployment mechanism for mapping

network slices onto the physical network and allocating their required resources

for satisfying the requirements of various network services, especially when

the requirements are uncertain due to traffic fluctuation. Therefore, in this

chapter, two optimization models, the deterministic formulation and the robust

formulation, are proposed to deal with the uncertain situations in the design

processes of network slices. Moreover, a heuristic algorithm is presented to
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deploy network slices, which aims to utilize network resources efficiently while

ensuring different service performances of network slices.

• Chapter 5 investigates an energy-aware network slicing design policy taking

into consideration of the energy consumption of the network. One of the critical

principles for solving the energy-aware network slicing design problem is to

ensure a maximum number of network slices can be accommodated by the

underlying infrastructure while saving energy in the deployment of network

slices. Hence, in this chapter, an energy-aware objective for the network slicing

design problem is proposed, and the energy consumption of the network is

investigated from two aspects, the energy costs of physical nodes and physical

links. Besides, the energy-aware problem is modeled as a Markov Decision

Process problem with Reinforcement Learning elements. And a DRL-based

algorithm, the Advantage Actor-Critic algorithm, is leveraged to solve the

problem with the help of the pointer network architecture and policy gradient

mechanism.

• Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. Future insights and potential directions

in the research of network slicing are also stated.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Fundamental Concepts for End-to-End Network

Slicing

5G networks are expected to support a great variety of vertical industries that may

require different service performances. Mobile network operators aim to provide

customers with a 5G service of various characteristics, such as End-to-End, flexibility,

scalability, demand-aware and security. End-to-End Network Slicing is a crucial

technology to achieve the goal where network slices can be customized to satisfy

different service requirements of various application scenarios. The realization of

network slices mainly depends on a range of critical techniques, such as Virtualization,

Containerization, Softwarization, Virtual Machines, Containers, SDN, NFV, Cloud

Computing and Isolation, which enable physical resources to be shared among various

network slices effectively. In this section, the fundamental concepts of the End-to-End

network slicing are introduced as follows.

2.1.1 Virtualization

Virtualization is a powerful technology that can simplify the development and testing

of systems, which refers to the creation of virtual resources, such as servers, operating

systems and networks [14]. It is an important process for network slicing as it can
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enable flexible and dynamic network orchestration and management to tackle the

network ossification problems by allowing various virtual networks to share the same

resource pool of a physical network.

The main goal of virtualization is to create a virtual version of the physical hardware

for managing resources and workloads flexibly. Virtualization can emulate hardware

devices by using software applications, which makes traditional dedicated resources

more scalable and programmable. Virtualization provides many benefits, such as low or

no-cost deployment, sufficient resource utilization, operational cost savings and power

savings [15]. Besides, the virtualization can be applied to different system layers,

containing the CPU virtualization, memory virtualization and device/IO virtualization.

Each kind of virtualization technology has its own set of strengths and complexities.

2.1.2 Virtual Machines & Containers

Each Virtual Machine (VM) hosted by the same physical device shares the same

hardware resources, such as computing resources, storage and memory resources

and networking resources, while they are isolated from each other and the host [16].

Containers are created based on the operating system-level virtualization technology,

which are light-weight hypervisor-based VMs. The differences of the structures of

VMs and containers are shown in Fig. 2.1.

Containerization is a kind of virtualization technology that has been developed

as an alternative to the conventional hypervisor-based virtualization strategy [17]. In

containerization, different containers share the same virtualized physical server rather

than create it for each VM. Docker is a typical example of container virtualization

platform [18].

Furthermore, the layer between the physical hardware and the operating system is

responsible for creating, controlling, supervising and orchestrating guest VMs, and it is

defined as Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor. Hypervisor can supervise

the sharing of physical resources among heterogeneous virtual networks. Two main

types of hypervisor have been investigated, namely the type-1 (bare metal hypervisor),
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Fig. 2.1 Structures of VMs and containers.

i.e., XEN [19], VMware [20], KVM [21], and the type-2 (hosted hypervisor), like

Oracle Virtual Box, similarly to other computer applications.

2.1.3 Network Function Virtualization

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) provides a promising approach to design,

deploy and manage networking services, which is developed with the help of the

evolution of IT virtualization [7]. NFV can separate Network Functions (NFs) from the

physical hardware devices. It also enables to transfer NFs from underlying dedicated

devices to software-based applications running on commercial servers.

Besides, NFV can bring many benefits to the telecommunications industry, such

as the openness of platforms, scalability and flexibility and the reduction of CAPEX

and OPEX investments [3]. It aims to assign Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) to

the hardware facilities flexibly and enhance the network operations effectively. To

achieve the goal promised by NFV, the ETSI NFV group [22] has standardized the
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Fig. 2.2 Framework of the NFV architecture.

architectural framework of NFV by decoupling NFs from the proprietary hardware

appliances, which ensures the NFs can be performed in software.

The architectural framework of NFV is illustrated in Fig. 2.2, which consists

of several functional components, such as VNFs, Network Function Virtualization

Infrastructure (NFVI), Element Management System (EMS), NFV Management and

Orchestrator (MANO), VNF Manager (VNFM), Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM),

Operations Support System (OSS) and Business Support System (BSS) [23]. Specif-

ically, the NFVI is required to run VNFs that are managed by the EMSs. MANO

manages the lifecycle of network services consisting of a set of VNFs, VNFM man-

ages the lifecycle of VNFs, and VIM supervises and orchestrates the NFVI associated

resources.
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2.1.4 Software Defined Networking

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a complementary methodology to NFV for

network management. SDN refers to a network architecture where the forwarding

status in the data plane is managed by the remote control plane decoupled from the

forwarding plane. The architecture is appropriate to support 5G network slicing and

to provide important characteristics that are necessary for implementing network

slicing, such as programability, scalability and service-oriented adaptation [24]. The

illustration of the architecture of SDN is shown in Fig. 2.3.

Additionally, the main SDN architectural components are logically centralized

controllers, which can manage network slices effectively and dynamically based on

the key principles of network slicing. SDN can provide a centralized view of networks,

which enables the SDN controllers to act as a orchestrator in networks [25]. SDN

leverages centralized and programmable technology to enhance the possibility of

adjusting to the rapidly changing needs of industry and business. Besides, SDN
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can promise lower costs and reduce wasteful provisioning, and it can also provide

flexibility and innovation for networks.

2.1.5 Cloud & Edge Computing

Cloud computing can provide storage, computing and networking resources in a single

or several remote public platforms to enable a network slice [1]. Particularly, it allows

physical servers to host one or more VMs on demand, which offers efficient resource

allocation of servers by using cloud architectures. Further, Cloud computing can

allocate resources and carry out applications for remote end users dynamically by

leveraging the data center servers and software development platforms. There are three

typical categories of Cloud computing services: private, public and hybrid. Moreover,

the services can be categorized as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a

Service (PaaS) or Software as a Service (SaaS) [5]. In recent days, cloud deployments

have a rapid development with efficient cost savings and greater flexibility over the

conventional private data centers.

Edge computing is a promising technology in 5G, which is expected to provide

low-latency communications. Edge computing can move the system resources, such as

computing, storage, and networking resources, from remote public clouds to the edge

of networks [26]. Hence, mobile customers can experience a low end-to-end latency

by requiring virtual resources from the access network.

2.1.6 Isolation

Isolation is a basic property for network slicing, the cooperation of virtualization

and orchestration can ensure the required isolation levels of each network slice are

realized [4]. The isolation of network slices aims to guarantee the service-based

performance requirements and the security and privacy of tenants [4]. To be specific,

the isolation performance must be assured as multiple slices are performed on a shared

infrastructure. Without proper isolation among different network slices, attacks and

faults may be launched continuously. Attackers can attack network slices from one to
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others. Thus, network slices must maintain proper isolation and security functions to

prevent unauthorized accesses.

To achieve this goal, several measurements shall be considered. For instance,

the physical resources allocated to various network slices should be different. Each

network slice can be regarded as a set of resources configured on the infrastructure,

and the allocated resources must have no impact on others. However, it may result

in inefficient utilization of network resources since the extra cost is needed for the

explicit use of separating resources. Besides, potential attacks in a single network

slice should be avoided by developing an appropriate strategy, which can exclude

illegitimate accesses.

2.2 End-to-End Network Slicing Technology

An End-to-End network slice is logically managed as a virtual network, which may

contain the capabilities of Radio Access Network (RAN), Core Network (CN) and

Transport Network (TN). It aims to provide a Network as a Service (NaaS) for vari-

ous use cases, which allows the mobile network operators to create multiple virtual

networks on a shared physical infrastructure. In 5G networks, three fundamental use

cases of network slicing have been identified, such as eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC. The

details of the three application scenarios are introduced in the next Section 2.3.

End-to-End network slicing is the fundamental technology in 5G networks, which

can provide better network performance than the traditional one-size-fits-all network

architecture. Network slices can be customized based on different service requirements,

where the allocation and utilization of physical resources can be optimized. Besides,

each network slice contains its own network topology, VNFs, virtual resources and

traffic flows.

In particular, RAN network slicing can be realized through a logical abstraction of

physical radio resources and hardware, such as spectrum resources and base stations

[26]. RAN slicing can be implemented by employing the Cloud RAN (C-RAN) archi-

tecture. C-RAN is a cloud computing-based architecture for RAN, which leverages

the virtualization technique enhanced in cloud computing to dynamically share the
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physical resources and provide support to multiple end users. Besides, core network

slicing is implemented to fulfill diverse service requirements by multiple VNFs, such

as Access and Mobility Management Function (AMF), Session Management Func-

tion (SMF), User Plane Function (UPF), Unified Data Management (UDM), Policy

Control Function (PCF), NF Repository Function (NRF) and Network Slice Selection

Function (NSSF) [1]. Core network slicing aims to achieve dynamic management

and orchestration of network resources. Specifically, mobile operators can design,

create, manage, modify and delete the dedicated network slices for specific application

scenarios dynamically. Regarding the transport network slicing, large bandwidth and

low latency are necessary to satisfy the requirements of different use cases. The same

transport network is expected to support different application scenarios.

In addition, the principles and framework of network slicing are introduced as

follows.

2.2.1 Network Slicing Principles

Basic principles of implementing network slices are listed as follows [27]:

• High-Reliability and Isolation: Security of network slicing needs to be guaran-

teed first. High-reliable and isolated services should be provided to tenants who

requested various performance requirements.

• Programmability and Scalability: Flexibility of network slicing is a key charac-

teristic that is different from the conventional one-size-fits-all network system.

Network slices should be updated and programmed to fulfill new service require-

ments flexibly.

• Dynamic and Automation: Automatic management of network slicing is neces-

sary. The creation, deployment, deletion and update of network slices should

be orchestrated automatically. Especially, network resources in network slicing

should be utilized efficiently. The elasticity of network resources can be realized

through a dynamic allocation scheme where the resources are allocated on a

dynamic scale.
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• Customization: Network slices are customized to provide various services based

on different requirements of tenants. The customization of network slices can

be achieved not only by leveraging the SDN technology that can decouple

the data and control planes but also by using NFV technology that can enable

service-oriented VNFs.

2.2.2 Network Slicing Framework

The overall framework of network slicing consists of four fundamental layers, includ-

ing the infrastructure layer, the virtualization layer, the network slicing layer and the

network slicing management layer, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

To be specific, the infrastructure layer is formed of basic network capabilities of

RAN, TN and CN, which can provide physical resources to support network slices,
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such as storage resources, computing resources and networking connectivity. In the

virtualization layer, virtual resources are abstracted in terms of attributes. NFV makes

the VNFs independent of the underlying hardware devices, and SDN enables the

creation of different isolated network slices that are completely decoupled from the

infrastructure. The network slicing layer can safely run on top of the infrastructure

through the virtualization layer. Service-oriented VNFs are deployed to form End-to-

End network slices based on the network slicing instances.

Moreover, the network slicing management layer is introduced to enable flexible

and automatic management of network slices. It is a critical part of the network slicing

framework, which designs and manages network slices based on the scope of NFV

MANO framework. The network slicing management layer consists of the OSS/BSS

functions and the network slice MANO system [28]. Specifically, the network slice
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Table 2.1 Differences among eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC use cases.

Characteristic mMTC uRLLC eMBB

Availability Regular Very High Regular (baseline)
E2E latency Not highly sensitive Extremely sensitive Not highly sensitive

Throughput type Low Low/med/high Medium
Density High Medium High

Network coverage Full Localized Full

MANO is the development of the NFV MANO, which contains the network slice

templates management and the life cycle management of network slices [26].

The network slice MANO aims to create and manage VMs by utilizing system

resources. The resources are allocated to the VNFs so that they can be connected to

form different service function chains. Furthermore, the network slice MANO can

manage the life cycle of network slices by interacting with the network slicing layer.

The life cycle of network slices consists of four logical phases [2], and the details are

illustrated in Fig. 2.5.

2.3 5G Use Cases

Each 5G use case, such as eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC, can be served by a set of

network slices to provide its corresponding service scenarios, for instance, Ultra-HD

Videos, Virtual/Augmented Reality (VR/AR), Automotive Network and Vehicle to

Everything (V2X), Smart Grids, Remote Medical Services including Remote Surgery,

Motion Controls and Intelligent Cities. Specifically, different performance require-

ments, such as low latency, i.e., 1-10ms, and high reliability, enhanced data rate of

10Gbps and connection density with 106 devices per km2 are required in 5G networks

[1]. The summary of the differences among eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC use cases is

illustrated in Table 2.1.
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2.3.1 Enhanced Mobile Broadband Communications

eMBB use cases aim to provide broadband accesses with up to 10Gbps bandwidth

to enable different service scenarios, such as dense urban society, i.e. stadium, Ultra-

High Definition (UHD) Videos streaming, Cloud Storage, Moving Hot-spots and

AR. They facilitate the support for the services with high data rates. Specifically,

they can deal with huge data traffic volumes and offer wide area connectivity and

coverage. Moreover, they can support the scenarios with high user mobility and

enhanced broadband, for instance, the extremely fast moving vehicles, including high

speed trains and drones. For most eMBB use cases, the latency should be low, i.e.,

5-10 ms, and the minimum availability and reliability should be 95% respectively [29].

2.3.2 Ultra Reliable & Low Latency Communications

uRLLC use cases can assure the services with ultra-low latency connectivity, ultra-high

reliability and availability, such as interactive tactile Internet, automated traffic control,

automatic driving, AR/VR, collaborative robots and remote object manipulation. The

services require a very low latency, i.e., 1ms and a very high reliability and availability

with minimum 99.9% and 99.999% respectively. Besides, the service scenarios of

e-healthcare, lifeline communications and public safety, such as disaster relief and

emergency response, require a low latency, i.e., 5ms, and a very high reliability and

availability with minimum 99.999% and 99.999%, respectively, with packet loss as

low as 1 packet out of every 104 packets [29].

2.3.3 Massive Machine Type Communications

mMTC use cases can facilitate the network connectivity for high density of devices,

especially the non-latency sensitive devices, in ultra-dense scenarios with broadband

accesses. They can guarantee the high density of network connectivity for users with

various smart and intelligent devices, i.e., Smart-phones and Smart Wearables, in

the area of Smart Homes/Cities and Smart Farming. The use cases can relatively be
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tolerant to the latency, for instance, 10ms. And they require a normal to high reliability

and availability with minimum 95% respectively [29].

2.4 Enabling Technologies of Network Slicing Design

Problem

Network slicing is a key component of the 5G networks. A significant challenge in the

research of network slicing is how to guide a practical deployment and implementation

of network slices, which spawns the NSDP. In this section, the basics of enabling

technologies for addressing the NSDP are introduced.

Specifically, two fundamental enabling technologies: VNE and SFCP are firstly

illustrated. Then, the optimization methods are introduced, including Integer Linear

Programming, Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization, Robust Optimization,

and Neural Combinatorial Optimization. Besides, the details of DRL approaches

are given, containing the general idea behind DRL, the fundamental definitions, the

value-based DRL methods and the policy-based DRL approaches.

2.4.1 Virtual Network Embedding

One of the most difficult challenges faced in the practical deployment process of

network slices is to determine a feasible design policy. The slicing design process

is mathematically known as a VNE problem. Thus, the NSDP with the goal of

deploying different network slices onto the physical network can be regarded as a

VNE-type problem. To be specific, embedding a set of virtual networks to a physical

infrastructure is proven to be a NP-Hard problem [30], which means that the problem

is challenging to be solved within a polynomial computing time even for small to

medium network instances. As a result, the studies about VNE have received extensive

attentions from researchers.

An example of a VNE problem is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. Specifically, in the figure,

regarding the physical nodes A−F , the numbers (2,16), (4,8), (4,32), (8,16), (2,8)

and (8,8) next to A−F represent their physical resources capabilities, such as CPU
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Fig. 2.6 Illustration of an exampled VNE problem.

and storage. And the numbers next to the physical links among the physical nodes

A−F indicate their bandwidth capabilities. Similarly, the numbers next to the VNFs

a− c and their virtual links indicate their resource requirements on demand. In the

given example, obviously, the VNFs a, b and c can be mapped onto the physical nodes

F , C and D, respectively, and the virtual links a→ b and b→ c can be placed onto a

physical path composed of the physical links F → E, E→C and C→ D.

Many studies on the VNE have been devoted to exploring heuristic algorithms

to embed virtual networks onto the same infrastructure. For instance, Yu et al. [30]

reconsidered the VNE problem and proposed an algorithm to consider the flexible

path splitting and migration, which contained two phases: the virtual nodes mapping

and the virtual links mapping. Later, Chowdhury et al. [31] developed two classic

VNE algorithms, D-ViNE and R-ViNE, presenting an enhanced correlation between

two phases: the node mapping phase and the link mapping phase, via deterministic

and randomized rounding techniques. And a fast-convergent heuristic algorithm was

proposed in Reference [32] based on the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm by

considering the network topology, which aimed to provide a solution to embed a

sequence of virtual networks into the underlying infrastructure.
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Additionally, the Deep Reinforcement Learning methods introduced in Subsection

2.4.4 have also been applied to solve the VNE problem, including the policy gradient

mechanisms and the Deep-Q learning methods. For instance, Yao et al. [33] proposed

a continuous-decision VNE problem based on a Reinforcement Learning method,

which was intended to solve the problem that the continuity of nodes embedding in

virtual network requests was ignored. The authors modeled a continuous process

of the node embedding by RNNs and updated network parameters through a basic

policy-gradient approach. Reference [34] aimed to solve an automatic VNE problem

by combining a Deep Reinforcement Learning method with a neural network structure

of the Graph Convolutional Network. Specifically, the Asynchronous Advantage Actor

Critic (A3C) algorithm was adopted to train the policy generation algorithm, which

improved the efficiency of training procedures.

Moreover, in Reference [35], a DRL-based algorithm was proposed to solve the

VNE problem. However, the representation of physical infrastructures and the changes

of underlying network resources were both ignored during training processes. Besides,

Dolati et al. [36] developed a DQN-based VNE problem named DeepViNE, which

could automate the collection of problem features required in DRL methods. The key

idea of this work was to encode physical and virtual networks as two-dimensional

images by using a deep convolutional neural network. And a long-term reward of the

proposed algorithm was formulated to minimize the failures of networks embedding.

Solozabal et al. [37] employed a Reinforcement Learning approach to formulate a

VNF placement policy by extending the neural combinatorial optimization theory. In

this work, a neural network model was proposed to solve the placement problem by

minimizing the overall energy consumption.

Despite the extensive attention on the VNE problems, the existing approaches and

works do not take into account the heterogeneous application scenarios and different

domains in 5G networks. The embedding problems will become harder and more

complex when different use cases and service scenarios are considered. In tradition,

the VNE approaches are proposed to map the virtual networks with only one type and

to allocate the expected resources based on a single objective, which is not the case in
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5G network slicing. Obviously, it is infeasible to solve the NSDP in 5G networks by

adopting the existing VNE works directly. Thus, the new technologies for deploying

network slices in 5G are significant to be researched by the scientific community.

2.4.2 Service Function Chain Placement

In general, a Service Function Chain (SFC) is an ordered and connected chain of VNFs

for processing traffic flows with QoS requirements, which aims to deliver network

services in virtual networks [38]. SFC placement mechanisms can support network

services with the capabilities of the NFV and SDN technologies, which can define and

instantiate an ordered set of VNFs and the flowing traffic through these functions [13].

The SFC placement mechanisms can automatically set up virtual network connec-

tions to handle different types of traffic demands via calculating an optimal routing

path. Network services can be provided when traffic flows steer through a SFC accord-

ing to performance requirements. The mechanisms can also address the challenges

of the dynamic formation of service function chains for traffic flows. Thus, it is a

significant enabling technology for solving the NSDP.

An example of a SFC placed onto a physical infrastructure is illustrated in Fig. 2.7.

To be specific, a service function chain V NF1→V NF2 with the source node src and

destination node dst can be placed onto the physical infrastructure and routed through

an optimal physical path for delivering a service.

Traditional SFC placement problems have been studied extensively. Specifically, in

Reference [39], a SFC placement problem in the MEC-NFV scenario was formulated

using weighted graphs, and a Linear Programming-based approach and a heuristic algo-

rithm were presented to solve the problem by maximizing resource utilization. Jang et

al. [40] succeeded in maximizing acceptable flow rates and minimizing the energy cost

by formulating an optimization problem of dynamic SFC placement. Reference [41]

formulated a multiple objective optimization model to optimize the deployment cost by

mapping VNFs and virtual links in SFCs. Abdelaal et al. introduced a novel approach

for the SFC placement problem to achieve a load balancing over the core links and an

efficient utilization of energy and bandwidth based on multiple resource constraints
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Fig. 2.7 An example of SFC placement on physical infrastructure.

[42]. Reference [43] focused on the multiple routing of data flows and intended to

place SFCs in virtual networks. The work formulated the VNF placement and routing

problem as a MILP problem to minimize the accumulated delay by considering the

overall delay cost and the routing cost.

However, the emerging 5G brings new challenges to the existing SFC placement

problems. Specifically, the SFC placement methods applied to solve the NSDP must

consider diverse slice service requirements with different QoS parameters for various

scenarios in 5G, which will increase the complexity of the problem compared to only

taking into account sole scenarios. Besides, each network slice in various use cases

requires distinct network behaviours, and different priorities of network characteristics

should be considered in the SFC placement processes. Thus, it is crucial to investigate

new approaches to solve the NSDP.

2.4.3 Optimization Methods

In this subsection, the optimization methods used to solve the NSDP are introduced.

Firstly, a basic optimization problem can be formulated as:
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Fig. 2.8 Framework of a basic optimization problem.

Optimize Y = y(x), (2.1)

subject to

f (x) = 0,

g(x)≤ 0.
(2.2)

The goal of an optimization problem is to decide a decision variables x that can

optimize the objective function Y while guaranteeing that the formulation can produce

feasible solutions limited by the equality constraints f and the inequality constraints g.

The framework of a basic optimization problem is illustrated in Fig.2.8.

Among the ongoing researches of network slicing, in particular, regarding the

issues about the deployment strategies and resource allocation mechanisms of network

slices, the optimization methods have been explored extensively.

For instance, Reference [44] presented an inter-domain resource allocation scheme

for network slices to maximize social welfare among tenants while minimizing opera-

tional expenditures for InPs. Fossati et al. [45] proposed an optimization framework
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for a fairly sharing multiple resources between slices. And a resource allocation

scheme was formulated in Reference [46] as a convex optimization problem, where

a distributed solution was introduced for the resource allocation problem between

slices and data centers. In addition, Tajiki et al. [47] developed a novel architecture of

resource allocation optimization to jointly manage the VNFs placement and routing,

aiming to reduce the energy consumption.

Specifically, the main optimization methods applied in the research of network

slicing can be summarized in the following categories [48] according to different types

of decision variables, objective functions and constraints.

• Linear Programming (LP): the objective function and constraints are both linear.

The decision variables can be integer or continuous. The LP problems consist

of the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problems and Mixed Integer Linear

Programming (MILP) problems.

• Nonlinear Programming (NLP): the objective function or/and constraints are

nonlinear. The decision variables can be scalar or continuous. The Mixed Integer

Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) problems contain integer and continuous

decision variables.

• Multiple-Objective Optimization Problems (MOP): there are more than one

objectives in these problems.

• Robust Optimization or Stochastic Optimization (RO or SO): the objective

function or/and the constraints have uncertain variables.

• Neural Combinatorial Optimization (NCO): a scheme to solve the Combinatorial

Optimization Problems (COP) by using the Reinforcement Learning methods

and Neural Networks.

In the following, the fundamental knowledge of the optimization methods used in

the thesis are introduced.
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Integer Linear Programming

The ILP problems involve a linear objective function and linear constraints with integer

decision variables. The generalized formulation of an ILP problem can be stated as:

Optimize Y =
N

∑
i=1

Aixi, (2.3)

subject to

N

∑
i=1

a jixi ≤ b j,

j = 1,2, ...,m,

xi ∈ Z.

(2.4)

If all of the decision variables xi (i = 1,2, ...,n) are restricted on binary values

{0,1}, then the ILP problem is considered as a binary optimization problem. It is also

a special case of the Discrete Optimization Problems.

Besides, it is clear to compare any given pair of solutions to decide on a better

one when an ILP optimization problem has a single-objective. Consequently, a single-

objective optimization problem is usually formulated.

Multiple-Objective Optimization

The optimization problems are called Multi-objective Optimization Problems (MOPs)

if they have multiple objectives. Generally, it is difficult to determine a straightforward

approach to obtain an optimal solution for the MOPs. Because the different objectives

are usually defined in an incomparable way, specifically, one objective cannot gain a

performance enhancement without deterioration of at least another objective. Thus,

instead of deciding an optimal solution, the Pareto optimal solutions or non-dominated

solutions are commonly obtained to determine a set of alternatives for the trade-offs of

different objectives.

However, in practice, a preferred solution should be selected by a decision maker

for implementation. To be specific, there are two main methods are employed to solve
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Fig. 2.9 Illustration of the concept of the Pareto dominance relation.

the MOPs, including the Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) approach [49] and

the Evolutionary Multi-Objective Optimization (EMO) method [50].

Formally, a generalized MOP can be defined as:

Optimize Y = {y1(x),y2(x), ...,yk(x)}, (2.5)

subject to

f (x) = 0,

g(x)≤ 0.
(2.6)

where the decision vector x consists of a set of decision variables.

In the MOPs, the Pareto dominance relation [51] is usually adopted to obtain the

optimal solutions. Assume xa and xb are two decision vectors for minimizing (2.5), xa

can Pareto dominate xb, expressing as xa ≺ xb, if Y (xa)≤ Y (xb) (∀i = {1,2, ...}) and

Y (xa)< Y (xb) (∃i = {1,2, ...}).
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Fig. 2.9 illustrates an example of the Pareto dominance relation in a minimized

problem. Specifically, x3 can Pareto dominate x2, noting as x3 ≺ x2, because y(x3
i )≤

y(x2
i ) for ∀i = {1,2, ...} and y(x3

i ) < y(x2
i ) for ∃i = {1,2, ...}. Besides, x3 can also

Pareto dominate x1 since y1(x3) < y1(x1) even though y2(x3) = y2(x1). Similarly,

x3 ≺ x4, x4 ≺ x2 and x1 ≺ x2. However, x1 and x4 can not dominate each other,

which can be represented as x1 ⊀ x4 and x4 ⊀ x1. Clearly, no decision vector Pareto

dominates x3, and x3 can be defined as a Pareto optimal decision vector. Hence, the set

of Pareto optimal decision vectors should be determined to obtain solutions of a MOP.

Furthermore, a Pareto optimal decision vector x∗ exists only if no other decision

vector x can dominate it to obtain y(x) ⪯ y(x∗). And a Pareto optimal set X∗ is

consisted of all Pareto optimal decision vectors x∗, which can be defined by:

X∗ = {x∗ ∈ X |∄x ∈ X : y(x)⪯ y(x∗)}, (2.7)

where X is a decision space containing a set of feasible decision vectors. Moreover,

the Pareto front F∗ regarding the Pareto optimal set X∗ is expressed as:

F∗ = {y = (y1(x∗), ...,yk(x∗))|x∗ ∈ X∗}. (2.8)

Figs. 2.10 and 2.11 show the illustrations of the Pareto optimal set and Pareto front

of two exampled functions: y1 =
√

1+ x2 and y2 = 4+2
√

1+(x−1)2.

To be specific, the mathematical programming technologies of the MOPs can be

classified based on the different ways of searching for solutions. In the following, two

classic MCDM approaches are introduced, in which decision makers are needed to

deduce the preference choice after a set of search processes.

(1) Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) Method

The basic idea of the SAW method is to allocate a weighting coefficient to each

objective function, aiming to minimize or maximize the weighted sum of all objectives.

Accordingly, a multi-objective optimization problem can be transformed into a new

single objective optimization problem.

Generally, the new problem can be formulated as:
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Fig. 2.10 Illustration of the Pareto optimal set.

Optimize
n

∑
i=1

wiyi(x), (2.9)

subject to

f (x) = 0,

g(x)≤ 0,
(2.10)

where wi ≥ 0 (i = 1, ...,n) and ∑
n
i=1 wi = 1. At least one weighting coefficient must be

positive for its corresponding objective function. The set of non-dominated solutions

can be obtained by adjusting the weighting coefficient of each objective function.

Particularly, if all of weighting coefficients are positive, i.e, wi > 0 for ∀i, then the

obtained solutions of a SAW problem are Pareto optimal [52].

(2) ε-Constraint Method

In this method, one of the objective functions should be minimized or maximized

while the other objectives are considered as constraints limited by the parameters ε . A

MOP problem can be transformed into a ε-constraint problem, which is expressed as:

Optimize y j(x), (2.11)
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Fig. 2.11 Illustration of the Pareto front.

subject to

yi(x)≤ εi ∀i = 1, ...,n, i ̸= j,

f (x) = 0,

g(x)≤ 0.

(2.12)

Specifically, the method can generate several Pareto optimal solutions by setting

different values of εi. The solution x∗ is Pareto optimal if and only if εi = yi(x∗) for

∀i = 1, ...,n, i ̸= j, and x∗ should be an optimal solution for ∀ j = 1, ...,n [52]. As

a consequence, n or less than n single optimization problems should be solved to

generate the Pareto solutions using the ε-constraint approach.

Although the above two mathematical programming methods have been applied to

solve the MOPs [53], challenges still exist. For instance, some MOPs belonging to the

complex COPs are known as NP-hard, which will take unreasonable computational

cost to solve. Besides, their programming models have to be run many times to

determine a Pareto optimal set, and extra domain information is usually required.

To solve the challenges, the EMO algorithms have been applied to solve the

MOPs widely, which are suitable to solve the complex COPs [54]. The evolutionary

algorithms always start with a set of solutions called an initial population, which are
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generated randomly. The descendant populations are then produced by a series of

operators such as mutation, crossover and selection based on the initial population.

In the thesis, the Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) algo-

rithm [55] is adopted to solve the NSDP with multiple design objectives. The MOPSO

is an extended version of the Particles Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [56],

which is a well-known meta-heuristic optimization method for the MOPs. The PSO

algorithm is an emerging approach based on the evolutionary algorithms, which was

first proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. The PSO algorithm is inspired by

the bird herd behaviour and it leverages the swarm intelligence to obtain the optimal

solutions. To be specific, a swarm of particles represented as potential solutions fly

through the search space following the current optimum particles to search for the

optimal solution with a certain velocity.

Each particle i is associated with two vectors: the position vector Xi =(x1
i ,x

2
i , ...,x

D
i )

and the velocity vector Vi = (V 1
i ,V

2
i , ...,V

D
i ), where D denotes the dimensions of the

solution space. The quality of positions of particles can be determined by a fitness

function that is adjusted according to different application scenarios. The velocity

vectors of particles can be determined by three factors: the position with the best

fitness found so far for the particle i (pBest i), the best position in the swarm (gBest i)

and the current position of the particle i.

During the evolutionary process, the position and velocity of the particle i on the

dth dimension can be updated as follows:

xd
i (t +1) = xd

i (t)+ vd
i (t +1), (2.13)

vd
i (t +1) = w · vd

i (t)+ c1 · rd
1(pBestd

i )+ c2 · rd
2(gBestd

i ), (2.14)

where w denotes the inertia weight, c1 is the cognition weight and c2 is the social

weight. rd
1 and rd

2 are two random variables uniformly distributed in the range of [0,1].

The flowchart of the MOPSO algorithm is shown as Fig. 2.12. Firstly, initialize the

population POP for each particle POP[i] (i = 0, ...,Max), where Max is the maximum

number of the particles. Then, initialize the velocity of each particle and evaluate them.
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Fig. 2.12 Flowchart of the MOPSO algorithm.
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And store the particles positions of non-dominated solutions into the archive. Locate

each particle in the search space by using hyper-cubes and initialize the memory of

each particle to store the pBest i. Next, compute the positions and velocities of new

particles. And evaluate each particle in POP and update the elements of the archive of

the non-dominated vectors. If the particle’s current position has higher quality than

the position stored in its memory, then update the particle’s new position. Repeat

the above procedures until all of iteration processes end. An example of the iteration

processes of the MOPSO algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2.13.

Robust Optimization

In practice, uncertain data is usually considered in optimization problems. Recently,

two main methodologies have been proposed to address data uncertainty, namely

Stochastic Optimization (SO) and Robust Optimization (RO) [57]. In stochastic

optimization, it is assumed to know the true probability distribution of the uncertain

data, however, it is difficult to capture the distribution in practical scenarios. Thus, the

robust optimization has been investigated as another important approach for addressing

the optimization problems under uncertainty, which can be computationally tractable

for many kinds of problems. Robust optimization does not require the probability

distributions, but instead, it aims to obtain candidate solutions that are feasible for any

realization of the data from an uncertainty set.

In general, for an uncertain linear optimization problem, the formulation can be

expressed as:

Optimize ∑
j

c jx j (2.15)

subject to

∑
j

ai jx j ≤ bi, ∀i,

l≤ x≤ u,
(2.16)
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Fig. 2.13 Illustration of the iteration processes of the MOPSO algorithm.
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where x j ∈ x indicates a decision variable, and c j ∈ c, ai j ∈ A and bi ∈ b denote the

uncertain coefficients respectively.

Specifically, the structure of the uncertain set U has a strong effect on the robustness

of solutions. Define an uncertain element ai j in U as ai j = āi j + ξi jâi j, where āi j is

the nominal value of an uncertain data and âi j represents a constant perturbation. ξi j

indicates an independent random variable that is related to the uncertain data [58].

The constraint of (2.16) can be reformulated as:

∑
j

ai jx j + ∑
j∈Ji

ξi jâi jx j ≤ bi. (2.17)

To immunize against the infeasibility of solutions for any ξ in U , the above formula

can be rewritten as:

∑
j

ai jx j +maxξ∈U{∑
j∈Ji

ξi jâi jx j} ≤ bi. (2.18)

In the following, three types of uncertain sets are introduced, where Ψ and Γ are

two adjustable parameters that can control the size and structure of the uncertainty

sets.

• Box Uncertainty Set:

U∞ = {ξ |∥ξ∥
∞
≤Ψ}= {ξ ||ξ j| ≤Ψ,∀ j ∈ Ji}.

And its corresponding robust counterpart constraint is shown as:

 ∑ j ai jx j +Ψ∑ j∈Ji âi ju j ≤ bi

−u j ≤ x j ≤ u j.
(2.19)

• Polyhedral Uncertainty Set

U1 = {ξ |∥ξ∥1 ≤ Γ}= {ξ |∑ j∈Ji |ξ j| ≤ Γ}.

The corresponding robust counterpart constraint is expressed as:
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Fig. 2.14 Illustration of the structures of the uncertain set with different values of Γ.


∑ j ai jx j +Γsi ≤ bi

si ≥ âiu j,∀ j ∈ Ji

−u j ≤ x j ≤ u j.

(2.20)

• Box & Polyhedral Uncertainty Set:

U1∞ = {ξ |∑ j∈Ji |ξ j| ≤ Γ, |ξ j| ≤Ψ,∀ j ∈ Ji}.

Then the corresponding robust counterpart constraint can be formulated as:



∑ j ai jx j +Γsi +Ψ∑ j∈Ji ti j ≤ bi

si + ti j ≥ âiu j,∀ j ∈ Ji

−u j ≤ x j ≤ u j,

si ≥ 0, ti j ≥ 0.

(2.21)

In particular, when Ψ = 1, the intersection between the box and polyhedral sets

is defined as an overlap set called "box+polyhedral" uncertainty set [58]. The

different structures of the overlap set are illustrated in Fig. 2.14 with different

values of Γ.

Neural Combinatorial Optimization

Combinatorial optimization (CO) problems aim to identify the optimal solution of

an objective function from a finite set of candidate solutions whose domain space
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is discrete and huge [59]. Usually, the CO problems are relatively easy to solve

when their searching space of solutions is small. However, it is difficult to solve the

CO problems of large scales because the exact methods cannot be computed with a

reasonable computational cost, and meta-heuristics and heuristics algorithms cannot

ensure to obtain the optimal solution with a speed convergence.

As a consequence, a novel approach to tackle the Combinatorial Optimization

Problems by employing the Reinforcement Learning (RL) and Neural Networks

(NNs) has been emerged, named Neural Combinatorial Optimization (NCO) [60]. For

instance, Pointer Network is a fundamental NCO approach, which mainly employs the

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) architecture in the Deep Learning (DL) methods

[61]. The details of RL and DL are introduced in Section 2.4.4.

The NCO method has been proven feasible in finding near-optimal solutions to

some classic CO problems, such as TSP and knapsack problems [60]. To be specific,

data labels are not necessary during training processes in the NCO since the rewards

obtained by learning agents can used to evaluate candidate solutions. And the solution

(action) space of CO problems is usually associated with a large-dimensional search

space. Thus, the NCO can leverage the policy-based approaches in the RL methods to

learn a policy function directly to map an instance of a problem (state) to an action in

the environment [37].

2.4.4 Deep Reinforcement Learning

The proposed NSDP is an application of the Combinatorial Optimization problem,

which can be solved efficiently using the NCO methodology. Thus, the Deep Rein-

forcement Learning (Deep RL) technology is regarded as a promising approach for

addressing the problem.

For instance, Reference [62] proposed an end-to-end network slicing system, aim-

ing to manage various resources, such as radio spectrum resources, transportation

bandwidth and computing resources. Specifically, this work presented a derivative-

based optimization framework to achieve the goal by using deep reinforcement learning

techniques. Wang et al. [63] presented a dynamic resource scheduling framework
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for network slices. This framework aimed not only to obtain an automatic resource

allocation scheme but also to maximize the resource utilization of slices. And a Con-

volutional Neural Network (CNN) was deployed to model the network environment.

State tensors can be transferred into images, which can be fed into the learning agent.

General Idea Behind Deep RL

Reinforcement Learning (RL) [64] is a branch of Machine Learning methods in which

a learning agent can learn from interacting with an environment through trials and

errors. The RL aims to compute a policy or a control strategy to maximize the expected

cumulative reward over time.

In the RL setting up, a decision-maker, called the learning agent, interacts with the

environment built by a set of states st ∈ S of observing the consequences of actions.

The learning agent can take a certain action at ∈ A(st), as a reaction of the current

state st . After selecting the action at at time step t, the agent will receive a scalar

reward rt+1 ∈ R as feedback, and the environment takes a transition to a new state

st+1 according to the current state st and the chosen action at .

The learning agent tries to learn a policy π at each time step, which is a behavior

strategy that maps from states to the probability of choosing a possible action. The

policy π(s,a) = P[at = a|st = s] denotes the probability of selecting a = at when

s = st . Given a state, the goal of the learning agent is to learn and perform an optimal

policy for maximizing the expected reward in the environment.

Furthermore, the Deep Learning (DL) [65] enables the RL to solve the decision-

making problems that were previously intractable, such as the problems with high-

dimensional states and action spaces. The DL can avoid manual interference of a

data structure by automatic learning from the raw data. Besides, the Deep learning

approaches with Neural Networks have been applied to dramatically improve the

state-of-the-art engineering areas such as the object detection, speech recognition and

natural language processing. Any neural network with two or more hidden layers is

defined as a Deep Neural Network (DNN). In particular, Feedforward Neural Networks
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a. Feedforward Neural Networks (FNNs)

b. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)

Fig. 2.15 Basic architecture of the DNNs: a. FNNs and b. RNNs.

(FNNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are two typical DNNs models, their

basic architectures are illustrated in Fig. 2.15.

To be specific, the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) paradigm is the most

well known FNNs model, where the information flows in one direction without cycles

or loops, i.e., from the input through hidden layers and to the output [66].

In contrast, the RNN is a kind of recursive Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs),

where connections between neurons form directed loops or cycles. The output at

each time step depends on the instant inputs and the previous states of neurons. The

RNNs compose a set of hidden states and optional outputs, which are appropriate for

operating on variable-length sequences. It can determine a probability distribution

over a set of sequential data by learning to predict the next symbol in a sequence [67].
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Fig. 2.16 Deep Reinforcement Learning Framework.

Concretely, recurrent neurons are responsible for both performing computation and

memorizing information. To solve the long-term sequential problems, the Long Short-

Term Memory (LSTM) structure [68] is often applied in the RNNs. The LSTM can

solve problems by incorporating memory units to let the network forget the previously

vain hidden states.

Consequently, the RL learning framework, in combination with the DNNs model,

is proposed as Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL or Deep RL) [65], which aims to

improve the policy performance of the problems with high dimensional raw data input

by interacting with the environment.

The basic framework of the Deep Reinforcement Learning is shown in Fig. 2.16.

In this figure, the left Deep Learning component receives the target observation

information from the environment and gives the state information to the current

environment. And the right Reinforcement Learning model produces a corresponding

action based on the current state and evaluates the value of its expected reward [69].

Thus, the DRL model enables the learning agent to have a good perception of the

environment, which is a very active research area for a wide range of engineering

scenarios.
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Fundamental Definitions

In this subsection, the fundamental definitions of the DRL are summarized as follows

based on References [70], [71], [69].

• Return

The long-term cumulative returnRt after time step t with a finite time horizon

that terminates at T is defined by:

Rt = rt+1 + rt+2 + rt+3 + · · ·+ rT =
T

∑
i=t+1

ri. (2.22)

Moreover, the expected discounted returnRt is represented as follows:

Rt = E[rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ
2rt+3 + · · ·+ γ

T−t−1rT ] = E[
∞

∑
i=0

γ
irt+1+i], (2.23)

where E[·] indicates the expectation regarding to the return distribution and

0≤ γ ≤ 1 denotes the discount factor.

• State-Value Function

Value functions are used to predict the potential future reward and evaluate the

benefit that the agent can obtain in a given state.

The state-value function Vπ(s) is defined as the expected return when starting in

the state s following a policy π , which is shown as:

Vπ(s) = Eπ [Rt |st = s] = Eπ [
∞

∑
i=0

γ
irt+1+i|st = s]. (2.24)

The optimal state-value function V∗(s) is associated with the optimal policy π∗.

And V∗(s) is defined as follows:

V∗(s) = max
π

Vπ∗(s) ∀s ∈ S. (2.25)
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If V∗(s) is available, π∗ can be obtained by selecting the optimal actions in the

action set A at state st , which can maximize Eπ [Rt+1|st+1 = s].

• Action-Value Function

The action-value function is the expected return achieved by starting from state

s and performing action a and then following a policy π . It is expressed as:

Qπ(s,a) = Eπ [Rt |st = s,at = a] = Eπ [
∞

∑
i=0

γ
irt+1+i|st = s,at = a]. (2.26)

Similarly to V∗(s), the optimal action-value function Q∗(s,a) is defined by:

Q∗(s,a) = max
π

Qπ∗(s,a) ∀s ∈ S,∀at ∈ A. (2.27)

• Optimal Policy

The optimal policy π∗ is the policy that can achieve the best value of the cumu-

lative discounted return. Given the optimal state-value function V∗, the optimal

policy π∗ can be represented by:

π∗ = argmax
π

V∗(s) ∀s ∈ S. (2.28)

Besides, similarly, given the optimal action-value function Q∗, the optimal policy

π∗ can be extracted by:

π∗(s) = argmax
a∈A

Q∗(s,a) ∀s ∈ S. (2.29)

• Markov Decision Process (MDP)

The MDP [72] can provide a mathematical framework to formalize the sequential

decision-making problems in the DRL. A MDP is illustrated in Fig. 2.17.

In general, a MDP can be represented by a tuple (S,A,P,R,γ), where:
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Fig. 2.17 Illustration of Markov Decision Process.

– S is a finite set of possible states;

– A is a finite set of available actions;

– P is a state transition probability function S ×A→P(S). It maps from

the state-action pair to the probability distributions of the next state, and

follows the following Markov Property:

P(st+1 = s′|s0,a0, ...,st ,at) = P(st+1 = s′|st ,at); (2.30)

– R is a reward functionR= E[Rt+1|St = s];

– γ is a discount factor, γ ∈ [0,1].

In a MDP, T = (st ,at ,st+1,at+1, · · ·,sT ,aT ) is assumed as a trajectory, and

(st ,at ,rt ,st+1) is called an experience. The optimal policy π∗ can be obtained

when Est+1∼T (st+1|st ,at)[V∗(st+1)] achieves the maximum expected return.

In addition, the action-value function Qπ can be re-expressed as a Bellman

equation [73] by exploiting the Markov Property, which is shown as follows:

Qπ(st ,at) = Et+1[rt+1 + γQπ(st+1,π(st+1))]. (2.31)

Value-based Deep RL

Given a Deep RL problem, two main approaches are proposed to compute the optimal

policy. One approach is based on searching in the space of value functions, which is

called the value-based Deep RL; the other one is based on searching in the space of
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a. value-based Deep RL b. policy-based Deep RL

Fig. 2.18 Basic structures of DRL approaches: a. value-based DRL methods, b.
policy-based DRL methods.

policies, which is called the policy-based Deep RL [70]. The basic structures of the

two types of the DRL are illustrated in Fig. 2.18.

In the value-based DRL algorithms, the learning agents attempt to approximate

value functions and deduce the optimal policy π∗, instead of finding an explicit policy.

In particular, the problem of searching π∗ can be transformed into a problem of

approximating the optimal action-value function. The Monte Carlo (MC) estimation

methods and Temporal Difference (TD) learning are two typical technologies to

achieve the goal of function approximation.

The MC methods learn directly from the return of whole historical experience,

which contributes to low bias in estimation. The action-value function is updated

periodically to improve the policy based on the principle of Policy Iteration [74]. The

process of iteration can be represented as follows:

π0→ Qπ0 → π1→ Qπ1 → ...πk→ Qπk → ...π∗→ Qπ∗, (2.32)
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where π0 represents the initial policy. The current estimation Qπk(st ,at) can be updated

based on the cumulative returnR(T |st ,at), which is shown as:

Qπk(st ,at)← Qπk(st ,at)+α(R(T |st+1,at+1)−Qπk(st ,at)), (2.33)

where α is the learning rate.

It is assumed that the action-value function Qπ can asymptotically approach the

real action-value function with respect to the current policy, and the MC methods

can converge to the optimal Q∗ and π∗ eventually. A new greedy policy πk+1 can be

constructed based on the current Qπk , where actions are taken greedily to achieve the

maximal return, and it can be defined as follows:

πk+1(st)← argmax
a∈A

Qπk(st ,a), ∀st ∈ S. (2.34)

In addition, the TD learning method learns from incomplete experience efficiently

based on the prediction of the next state, which plays to low variance in estimation. Its

iteration process is similar to (2.32). However, differently, the TD learning updates

the action-value function by using the Dynamic Programming (DP) method [75] with

bootstrapping. The current estimation Qπk(st ,at) is updated based on the immediate

return rt+1 and the predicted value of the next state, which is expressed as:

Qπk(st ,at)← Qπk(st ,at)+α(rt + γ max
at+1∈A

Qπk(st+1,at+1)−Qπk(st ,at)), (2.35)

where rt + γ max
at+1∈A

Qπk(st+1,at+1)−Qπk(st ,at) is called the TD error, which has the

Markov Property. Thus, the TD learning can learn after each decision epoch [76]

rather than finishing the complete episode.

The typical value-based Deep RL algorithms include Deep Q-learning Network

(DQN) [77], Double Deep Q-learning Network [78] and Dueling Q-learning Net-

work [79]. For the Deep Q-Learning problems, a DNN function approximator with

parameter ω is trained to estimate the Q-values, which is shown as:
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Q(s,a;ω)≈ Qπ(s,a). (2.36)

In general, the approximation process can be achieved by minimizing the loss

function of Mean Squared Error (MSE) at each step t:

L = Es,a,r,s′∼π [(yt−Q(s,a;ω))2] (2.37)

where yt = r+ γmaxa′Q(s′,a′;ω) is the TD target and δt = yt −Q(s,a;ω) is the TD

error. To be specific, the Deep Q-learning-based agent learns the optimal policy

through a greedy policy and a = maxaQ(s,a;ω). Usually, the ε-greedy policy is used

to ensure a good convergence, which selects a random action with probability ε and

the greedy action with probability 1− ε .

To overcome the over-estimation problem of the Deep Q-learning algorithms, the

Double Deep Q-learning model [78] is introduced to select and evaluate action values

simultaneously by using two Q-value networks, such as Q and Q′ with parameters ω

and ω ′ respectively. The loss function is defined by:

L = Es,a,r,s′∼π [(r+ γQ′(s′,argmax
a′

Q(s′,a;ω),ω ′)−Q(s,a;ω))2], (2.38)

where argmax
a′

Q(s′,a;ω) = amax(s′,ω).

Further, to solve the MDPs with large action spaces, a dueling architecture is

proposed. In the Dueling Deep Q-learning, the value of an action a at state s can

be computed by two functions [80]. The first part is the state-value function V (s),

which is used to estimate the benefit of being in a state s. And the second part is

the action-value function A (s,a) = Q(s,a)−V (s), which can estimate the reward of

picking the action a at state s. As a result, the Q-value function can be represented as:

Q(s,a) = V (s)+A (s,a). Specifically, it can be expressed as follows:

Q(s,a;ω,σ ,β ) = V (s;ω,σ)+(A (s,a;ω,β )− 1
|A| ∑

a′∈A
A (s,a′;ω,β )), (2.39)
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where σ and β are the parameters of the two functions V (s;ω) and A (s,a′;ω,β )

respectively, and |A| is the size of the action space. The loss function of the Dueling

Deep Q-learning is formulated in (2.39).

The DQN technologies are mainly applied to deal with the issues that 1) the

subsequent states in the Deep RL tasks are correlated, 2) the policy changes frequently

due to the slight changes of Q-values [64]. Clearly, the DQN is suitable to be applied in

the field of network slicing, because each state in the network slice design environment

is related and the slice design plans will be different as the value functions change.

Recently, Qi et al. [81] have focused on solving the allocation problem of lim-

ited spectrum resources on a finer-grained resolution across network slices based

on the Deep Reinforcement Learning techniques. The authors introduced a discrete

normalized advantage function into the Deep Q-learning method, trying to separate

the Q-value function as a state-value function and an advantage function. And a

deterministic policy gradient descent (DPGD) algorithm [82] was adopted to avoid

extra calculation of the Q-value for state-action pairs.

Policy-based Deep RL

As shown in (2.32), a policy is inferred from the action-value function in the value-

based DRL algorithms. Conversely, the policy-based DRL algorithms aim to model

a policy explicitly by employing parameterized approximators, i.e., DNNs. In other

words, they do not need to maintain the value functions but directly learn an optimal

policy π∗. Thus, for many problems especially with high-dimensional, the policy-

based approaches converge and train much more efficiently by avoiding searching the

action space.

In the policy-based DRL algorithms, a parameterized policy network πθ is defined

with the parameters θ , which can be updated for maximizing the expected return

E[Rt |θ ]. Specifically, a stochastic policy can map from states to the probability

distribution over the action space, which is represented as follows:

πθ (s,a) = P(a|s,θ). (2.40)
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The objective function of the policy-based DRL approaches is defined by:

J(θ) = Eπθ
[R(T )]

= ∑
T
P(T |θ)R(T ),

(2.41)

where P(T |θ) is the probability of T with respect to the policy πθ .

The fundamental idea of the policy-based DRL algorithms is to find the optimal θ∗

that can maximize J(θ), which is shown as:

θ∗ = argmaxθ J(θ). (2.42)

Based on the policy gradient theorem [83], a general form of the policy gradient

for πθ is shown as:

∇θ J(θ) = ∑
T

∇θP(T |θ)R(T )

= ∑
T
P(T |θ)R(T )∇θ logP(T |θ)

= Eπθ
[∇θ logπθ (a|s)Qπθ

(s,a)].

(2.43)

In particular, a classic policy-based DRL algorithm based on the MC policy gradi-

ent is proposed called the REINFORCE [83]. The algorithm updates the parameters

θ based on the stochastic gradient ascent mechanism and approximates the optimal

policy using MC sampling. And it uses the return rt as an unbiased sample of the

action-value function Qπθ
(st ,at). The gradient policy of the REINFORCE is expressed

as follows. And its pseudocode is shown as Algorithm 1.

∇θ J(θ) = Eπθ
[∇θ logπθ (a|s)rt ]. (2.44)

In addition, another famous Deep RL architecture, called the Actor-Critic (AC)

algorithm [84], is proposed to solve problems by combining the value-based DRL and

policy-based DRL. Because the two methods both have their drawbacks and flaws.

Specifically, the policy-based DRL approaches tend to fall in local optima and may
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Algorithm 1 REINFORCE Algorithm
1: Initialize θ arbitrarily;
2: for each T ∼ πθ do
3: for t=1 to T-1 do
4: θ → θ +∇θ logπθ (a|s)vt ;
5: end for
6: end for
7: return θ

result in a high variability gradient. Besides, the value-based DRL approaches are

intractable for the problems with a high dimensional action space.

Consequently, the Actor-Critic architecture combines the strengths of these two

approaches. First, the value-function approximator with the parameter ω is used as a

critic to estimate the action-value function, which is shown as:

Qω ≈ Qπθ
(s,a). (2.45)

Moreover, the parameterized policy network is used as an actor to update the

parameters θ under the guidance of the critic. The approximated policy gradient of

the Actor-Critic algorithm is defined by:

∇θ J(θ)≈ Eπθ
[∇θ logπθ (a|s)Qω(s,a)]. (2.46)

The Actor-Critic architecture can reduce the variance of gradient, and it is sample-

efficient. This architecture has been widely developed into many algorithms, such as

Actor-Critic [84], Advantaged Actor-Critic (A2C) [85], Asynchronous Advantaged

Actor-Critic (A3C) [86] and Deterministic Policy Gradient (DPG) [87]. The algorithm

of the basic Actor-Critic is shown in Algorithm 2.

So far, the policy-based DRL algorithms have gradually been applied in the network

slicing research area. For example, in Reference [88], a resource allocation problem in

network slicing was proposed, which aimed to maximize the total throughput by using

the Soft Actor-Critic algorithm [89]. The work built a mixed action space including

discrete and continuous actions, and it satisfied both the energy and queue length

constraints of each network slice. Besides, a Lagrangian multiplier was introduced to
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Algorithm 2 Actor-Critic Algorithm
1: Initialize s, θ ;
2: sample an action a ∼ πθ ;
3: for each step do
4: sample reward r =R;
5: sample transition s′ ∼ P;
6: sample action a′ ∼ πθ (s′,a′);
7: δ = r+ γQω(s′,a′)−Qω(s,a);
8: θ = θ +∇θ logπθ (a|s)Qω(s,a);
9: ω ← ω +δφ(s,a);

10: a← a′,s← s′.
11: end for

deal with the energy and queue constraints during the policy learning processes. Li et

al. [90] provided an intelligent resource management mechanism in the RAN network

slicing scenario based on the A2C algorithm [86]. The mechanism aimed to solve the

problem that considered varying service demands regarding to user mobility. And it

also tried to make appropriate resource allocation decisions in a dynamic environment

for network slicing.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the technical background of the network slicing design problem is

summarized in detail. Specifically, the fundamental concepts of End-to-End network

slicing technology are introduced, including the basic knowledge of Virtualization

techniques, the differences between virtual machines and containers, the importance

of NFV, SDN, cloud and edge computing and the isolation issues in network slicing.

Then the principles of deploying and implementing network slices are listed, and the

overall framework of network slicing is illustrated. The detailed characteristics of

different 5G use cases are also stated, such as eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC. Besides, the

research progresses of two prerequisite technologies for achieving the network slicing

design policy are introduced, including the VNE and SFCP. And two critical enabling

technologies, optimization algorithms and deep reinforcement learning methods, for

solving the network slicing design problem are explained.
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Technically, the network slicing design problem is derived and developed from

the two prerequisite technologies VNE and SFCP. However, the problem can not be

solved thoroughly by only using these two techniques. Because there are still several

research gaps. For instance, the existing methods in these two technologies mainly

focused on the reduction of capital and operational expenditures for deploying one

type of virtual networks. These methods ignore the inherent and crucial characteristics

of the deployment of 5G network slices, such as the resource utilization efficiency

for deploying various network slices, the energy consumption of the network and the

different service requirements of diverse 5G use cases and application scenarios. Thus,

in the following chapters, the contributions of the thesis are illustrated based on the

above-introduced background knowledge, which aims to bridge the research gaps.



Chapter 3

A Basic Design Policy of End-to-End

Network Slicing

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a basic design policy for network slicing is proposed to address the

NSDP problem, which aims to make efficient utilization of network resources in

different 5G use cases. An ILP problem is formulated with multiple design objectives

for eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC use cases. However, the proposed formulation of the

slicing process is mathematically known as a VNE problem, which is proven to be

NP-Hard [91]. The characteristic of NP-hard of a VNE problem can be proven by

reducing it to the Multiway Separator Problem [92], which means that the problem is

hard to be solved in polynomial time. Thus, a heuristic algorithm of the basic design

policy is presented as a trade-off solution. The algorithm can implement network

slices through a set of efficient iterations using the PSO algorithm [56]. The main

contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

• The network model of the basic NSDP is built, including the mathematical

models of the physical network and different network slice requests, by adopting

the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) methodology.
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• Multiple design objectives of the basic NSDP are presented for the eMBB,

mMTC and uRLLC use cases. An ILP formulation of the problem is presented,

which aims to utilize the system resources efficiently.

• A heuristic algorithm is proposed inspiring from the PSO algorithm, which can

solve the basic NSDP by obtaining sub-optimal solutions. The present algorithm

is verified by a set of simulations, which illustrates that its resource efficiency

achieves better performance than the existing algorithms.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives a brief summary

of the related works of network slicing. In Section 3.3, the network model is presented,

and the problem description is stated. The ILP formulation of the basic NSDP and

the details of the proposed heuristic algorithm are respectively illustrated in Sections

3.4 and 3.5. In Section 3.6, numerical results of the simulation are discussed. Finally,

section 3.7 concludes this chapter.

3.2 Related Works

Recently, numerous researches have been taken by industries and academia to explore

how to implement network slices in 5G networks. Extensive efforts have been carried

to investigate the network slicing technology, which are involved in several research

orientations, such as the framework of network slicing, deployment schemes and

reconfiguration strategies.

For instance, Taleb et al. are first to consider End-to-End network slicing and

introduce the PERMIT slice framework [93]. Zhou et al. illustrated a Network Slicing

as a service (NSaaS) and give an introduction about the business model of NSaaS [94].

And a heuristic algorithm was introduced by Reference [95] for the network slicing

deployment considering the complex network theory. A hybrid slice reconfiguration

framework and a dimension slice reconfiguration scheme were illustrated to reduce

the overhead of network slice reconfiguration in Reference [96]. Reference [97]

presented a network slicing problem to minimize the network latency, and a SDN

based architecture was proposed to enable the creation of radio and transport slices
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by predicting slice capacities and congestion with Machine Learning technology. An

optimization problem of the network slice provisioning was formulated in Reference

[98], which joined the flexible radio access functional splitting methods with the data-

plane and control-plane network function sharing polices. Yin et al. [99] proposed

a prediction-based dynamic network slicing algorithm, which could reallocate the

isolated resources of existing network slices by leveraging traffic predictions. The

authors attempted to solve the problem of deploying isolated network slices under a

dynamic service provision with time-changing network status in Fi-Wi networks.

3.3 Network Model of Basic Network Slicing Design

Problem

In this section, the network models of the physical network and network slicing

requests are presented by using the FCA methodology, which aims to provide accurate

descriptions about the binary relations between network nodes and their heterogeneous

attributes. The FCA methodology has been applied widely to analyze binary relations

in various domains, which can model concepts and extract rules [100]. Specifically,

a formal context can be represented as a triple (O,A,R) for describing the binary

relationsR (R⊆O⊗A) between an object O and its attributes A.

3.3.1 Physical Network Model

The physical network is represented as an undirected graph G = (P,L,AP,AL), where

P represents the set of physical nodes, L represents the set of physical links. AP and

AL denote the sets of attributes of physical nodes and links, respectively. Let the

triple T = (P,AP,S) describe the binary relations between P and the set of hetero-

geneous attributes AP. Each physical node pi ∈ P is associated with its attribute set

Api . The relation is represented by Si ⊆ pi⊗Api (Si ∈ S). AP can be represented as

AP = ({ci,mi}|pi ∈ P), where ci and mi denote the levels of CPU and memory of pi,

respectively. The binary relations between pi and its attributes can be denoted by

(pi,Api) ∈ Spi .
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Fig. 3.1 Illustration of a physical path Li j including a set of physical links.

Moreover, a physical link li′ j′ directly connecting two physical nodes pi′ and p j′

is associated with the bandwidth capacity b(li′ j′) and base delay attribute δ (li′ j′). A

physical path Li j is composed of a set of physical links, which can be defined by

Li j = {liη , pη , lη j}. To be specific, pη is a forwarding node, and Li j is illustrated in

Fig. 3.1. The bandwidth capacity of Li j is represented by b(Li j) = min(b(liη),b(lη j)).

The base delay attribute of the physical path Li j is defined by δ (Li j) = ∑δ (li′ j′), li′ j′ ∈

Li j. And h(Li j) is the minimum hops among the set of physical links. Particularly,

AL = (b(Li j),δ (Li j),h(Li j)).

The binary relation between each physical node and its attributes can be expressed

as a formal context, which is illustrated in Table 3.1. For this given example, the

physical network contains 6 physical nodes, and they have three different levels of

CPU and memory capacities. In addition, the bandwidth capacity of physical nodes

refers to the total bandwidth resources of their adjacent physical paths.
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Table 3.1 Formal context of an example physical network

Node CPU Level Memory Level Bandwidthlev1 lev2 lev3 lev1 lev2 lev3
p1 × × ×
p2 × × ×
p3 × × ×
p4 × × ×
p5 × × ×
p6 × × ×

Table 3.2 Formal context of a given network slice request

Node CPU Level Memory Level Bandwidthlev1 lev2 lev3 lev1 lev2 lev3
vk

1 × × ×
vk

2 × × ×
vk

3 × × ×

3.3.2 Network Slicing Request Model

Let Q represent the set of network slice requests, which consists of three types of use

cases. Q is defined by Q= (Qe∪Qm∪Qu), where Qe, Qm and Qu denote the sets of

eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC use cases, respectively.

Similar to the physical network, each network slice request is defined by an

undirected graph Q = (V,E, IV , IE ,T ), where V denotes the set of requested Virtual

Network Functions (VNFs), and E indicates the requested virtual links of network

slice requests. IV and IE respectively represent the resource requirements of VNFs

and virtual links regarding to the resource capacities of physical nodes and links. In

addition, T denotes the types of network slice requests.

Let a triple Rk = (Ok, Ik,Fk) represent the binary relationships of a network slice

request qk, in which Ok denotes the set of requested objects, including the set of VNFs

v and the set of virtual links e. The requirements of qk are represented as Ik = (Iv, Ie),

where Iv = ({cvs,mvs}|vs ∈ v) and Ie = ({b(est)}|est ∈ e). Specifically, cvs and mvs

represent the levels of requested CPU and memory of the VNF vs respectively, and

b(est) denotes the requested bandwidth of the virtual link between the VNFs vs and vt .

The binary relationship between v and Iv are denoted by Fk ⊆ v⊗ Iv (v ∈V ). A given

example of a network slice request is illustrated in Table 3.2. As can be seen from this

table, different VNFs may require various levels of CPU and memory resources.
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3.3.3 Problem Description

In this chapter, the primary goal of the basic NSDP is to achieve the utilization

efficiency of physical resources while satisfying the diverse service requirements

of network slice requests by deploying them onto a shared physical infrastructure.

Solving the NSDP problem is mainly to determine a set of design operations under the

premise of meeting the different service requirements of each network slice request.

The design operation of each network slice is composed by two phases: 1) VNFs are

mapped onto physical nodes, 2) virtual links are mapped onto physical paths.

The proposed network slicing design policy consists of a set of design operations,

which is defined by D = (D1,D2, · · · ,DK), where Dk(∀k ∈ K) is the set of design

operations for a network slice request qk. Resource requirements of different network

slices must be satisfied to ensure the Quality of Services for various use cases. To be

specific, Dk is represented by Dk = (Dk
vs
,Dk

est
):

Dk =

 Dk
vs

: [vs, Ivs]→ [pi,Api] vs ∈ v, pi ∈ P

Dk
est

: [est ,dk]→ [Li j,ALi j ] est ∈ e,Li j ∈ L
, (3.1)

where Dk
vs

indicates that vs is placed on pi. And its resource requirements can be

satisfied by the resource capacities of pi. Similarly to Dk
est

, the bandwidth resources of

Li j are consumed to process the traffic demands of est . Overall, the task of solving

the present NSDP can be transformed into obtaining a set of Dk, which simplifies the

difficulty of solving the proposed design problem.

We assume that one VNF of each network slice request can only be mapped onto

one physical node in the physical network, and a physical node can only host at most

one VNF from a same request. Besides, an illustration of the basic NSDP is shown

in Fig. 3.2, in which three different types of network slice requests can be deployed

onto a shared physical network. For instance, the VNFs a, b and c of an eMBB slice

are deployed onto the physical nodes A, B and C respectively, and the virtual links

between them are placed onto the physical path A→ B→C. Similarly, mMTC slices

and uRLLC slices are also deployed onto the same underlying physical network.
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Fig. 3.2 Illustration of the basic network slicing design problem

3.4 Problem Formulation

In this section, an ILP model of the basic NSDP is formulated with multiple design

objectives, which aims to provide network slicing services for different types of

application scenarios.

The details of the proposed ILP formulation for the basic NSDP are shown as

follows.

Variables:

• Let decision variable ρ
s,k
i ∈ {0,1} take 1 if the VNF vs in the network slice

request qk residing on the physical node pi ∈ P.

• With the decision variable γ
st,k
i j taken as 1, the traffic between the virtual link

est ∈ e is routed through the physical path Li j regarding qk, and 0 otherwise. A

single path is enforced to be unsplit since γ
st,k
i j is an integer.
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• ζi ∈ {0,1} denotes the occupancy status of pi, with ζi = 1, pi hosts one or more

VNFs; with ζi = 0, pi is available. ζi = 1−∏k∈K[∏vs∈V (1−ρ
s,k
i )], here, for

notational convenience, we introduce an auxiliary variable τi =∏k∈K[∏vs∈V (1−

ρ
s,k
i )]. ζi = 1− τi equals to 1, if more than one VNFs are resided on pi, and 0

otherwise.

Objectives:

• Network slices are required to provide advanced services for the connected

latency-sensitive devices, especially in the uRLLC use cases. The design objec-

tive for minimizing the transmission latency of slices is represented as follows:

min fu = ∑
i j

∑
st
{γst,k

i j ·δ (Li j)+h(Li j)},∀k ∈ K. (3.2)

• Network slices need enhanced and sufficient computing resources to provide

high data rates and better user experiences to customers, particularly in the

eMBB use cases. The design objective for maximizing remaining computing

resources of the physical network is defined as below:

max fe = ∑
i

∑
s
{ζi(ci +mi)−ρ

s,k
i (cs +ms)},∀k ∈ K. (3.3)

• Network slices are expected to support extremely high connection density of

wireless devices when they transmit data simultaneously through the network,

especially in the mMTC use cases. The minimum bandwidth utilization of

occupied links is crucial for providing sufficient bandwidth capacity, the design

objective is as follows:

min fm = ∑
i j

∑
st
{γst,k

i j ·b(e
k
st) ·h(Li j)},∀k ∈ K. (3.4)

Capacity Constrains:
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∀k ∈ K, pi ∈ P :


∑
s

ρ
s,k
i · cs ≤ ci

∑
s

ρ
s,k
i ·ms ≤ mi

(3.5)

∑
k

∑
est∈e

γ
st,k
i j ·b(e

k
st)≤ b(Li j) Li j ∈ L (3.6)

Connectivity Constrains:

∀ek
st ∈ E, s < t, ∀i, ∀k ∈ K :

∑
i j
[γst,k

i j − γ
st,k
ji ] = ρ

s,k
i −ρ

t,k
i

(3.7)

Variable Constraints:

∀pi ∈ P, ∀vk
s ∈V, ∀k ∈ K


∑
s

ρ
s,k
i ≤ 1

∑
i

ρ
s,k
i = 1

(3.8)

∀pi ∈ P, ∀vk
s ∈V, ∀k ∈ K


τi ≤ 1−ρ

s,k
i

τi ≥ 1−∑
s

ρ
s,k
i

(3.9)

ζi = 1− τi ∀pi ∈ P (3.10)

ρ
s,k
i , γ

st,k
ji , ζi, τi = {0,1} (3.11)

3.5 Algorithms of Basic Design Policy

In this section, the details of the proposed algorithm for the basic NSDP are provided

to achieve a trade-off between computational complexity and performance.

The position of particle η is represented by Xk
η = (xk

η ,1,x
k
η ,2, ..,x

k
η ,ε , ..x

k
η ,z), which

can be considered as the design solution of VNFs for the slice request qk, where ε

denotes the VNF serial number and z denotes the total number of VNFs for qk. The

location number of the physical node denoted xk
η ,ε can be represented as the design
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result of ε th VNF in qk. That is to say, the mapping location of ε th VNF is xk
η ,ε in

the physical network. Specifically, the quality of Xk
η can be determined by the fitness

function F(qk), which is defined as follows:

min F(qk) = wu · f ′u
k
+wm · f ′m

k−we · f ′e
k (3.12)

where the normalization of f ′u
k, f ′m

k and f ′e
k are expressed as follows:

f ′u
k
=

f k
u −min( f k

u )

max( f k
u )−min( f k

u )+1
(3.13)

f ′m
k
=

f k
m−min( f k

m)

max( f k
m)−min( f k

m)+1
(3.14)

f ′e
k
=

f k
e

∑i ζi(ci +mi)
(3.15)

In the model, the values of f ′u
k, f ′m

k and f ′e
k will be set to infinity when the particles

do not satisfy their capacity constraints. In addition, the weights wu, wm and we are

denoted by the ratios of the numbers of uRLLC, mMTC and eMBB slices to the total

number of NS requests, respectively.

During the design processes of network slices, each particle will deposit its previous

positions after each iteration. The iterative updates of particles are performed in terms

of their velocity and position, which are determined by three factors: the current

position xη ,d , the best position of each particle Bη ,d and the best global position of all

particles Bg,d . The velocity and position of the particle η during its iteration can be

updated as follows:

Vη ,d(t +1) = ωVη ,d(t)+C1r1(Bη ,d− xη ,d(t))+

C2r2(Bg,d− xη ,d(t))
(3.16)

xη ,d(t +1) = xη ,d(t)+Vη ,d(t +1) (3.17)
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where η = (1,2, ...,M), d = (1,2, ...,z) and ω denotes the inertia weight. C1 and C2

are learning factors for adjusting the convergence of the algorithm, r1 and r2 stand for

two random numbers which are uniformly distributed in [0,1].

Algorithm 3 Basic Network Slicing Design Policy Algorithm
Input:

G: the physical network;
qk: the set of network slice requests (k = 1,2...,K);

Output:
D: the network slice design solution;

1: for each network slice request qk do
2: construct a candidate position list for each VNF;
3: initialize position X and velocity V forM particles;
4: for each iteration Nn do
5: for each particle η do
6: if the particle η satisfies the constrains (3.7)-(3.11) then
7: calculate F(qk) based on the formula (3.12);
8: else
9: make f ′u

k, f ′m
k and f ′e

k infinity;
10: end if
11: calculate Bη ,d and Bg,d;
12: calculate Vη ,d , xη ,d based on formulas (3.16), (3.17);
13: end for
14: if Nn=N then
15: go to step 18;
16: else
17: go back to step 5;
18: end if
19: return Dk

V
20: end for
21: for each link es ∈ E do
22: map links based on the Dijkstra algorithm;
23: return Dk

E
24: end for
25: end for
26: return D

In this work, the matching degree g(vs, pi) between each VNF vs ∈ v and the

physical node pi (i = 1,2.., |P|) is defined to initialize the position of particles by

means of the formal contexts of the physical nodes and network slice requests. To be

specific, the definition of g(vs, pi) is shown as:
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g(vs, pi) =
|cs ≤ ci|+ |ms ≤ mi|

|Api ∪ Iv|
(3.18)

where Api ∪ Iv is the union set of resource attributes of pi and vs, and pi can be the

candidate position of vs when g(vs, pi)≥ 0.5. The details of the basic network slicing

design policy algorithm are shown in Algorithm 3, which implements the design

processes of network slice requests by a set of efficient iterations. Besides, the time

complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(N ·M+ |E|) for the design process of each network

slice request.

3.6 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the experimental environment settings are introduced, and the main

performance evaluations compared with several existing algorithms are presented.

3.6.1 Simulation Setup

In the simulation works, the physical network topology is randomly generated with

50 nodes and 130 links employing the GT-ITM tool [16], which is correspond to a

medium-sized network. The CPU and memory capacity levels of physical nodes are

uniformly distributed between 0 to 25 and the physical bandwidth resource capacities

have uniform distribution of U [0,100].

In this work, the design process of network slice requests is online. It is assumed

that each network slice request arrives according to a Poisson Process, and each of

them has an exponential distributed Time-To-Live (TTL) with an average of µ = 1000

time units. In the network topology of each slice, the number of VNFs is randomly

determined a uniform distribution of U [2,10] following similar setups to previous

work [9]. Besides, the CPU and memory requirements of each virtual node obey to

the uniform distribution of U [0,10] and the bandwidth requirements are uniformly

distributed between 0 to 50.

The number of particlesM is set to 5 and the threshold of iteration N is set to

50. The initial values of ω , C1 and C2 are set to 0.729, 2 and 2 respectively, which
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Fig. 3.3 Average Physical Node Utilization Efficiency

are set based on the experimental results of the Reference [101]. The weights wu, we

and wm are set as the same value 1/3, which means the numbers of different kinds of

slices are the same in our simulations. Moreover, in our evaluations, we compare our

proposed approach MOPSO-NSDA with several classic algorithms, such as G-MCF[9],

G-SP[30], R-ViNE, D-ViNE, D-ViNE-SP and D-ViNE-LB [31]. In addition, 250, 500,

1000, 1500 and 2000 network slice requests are set to evaluate the algorithms in this

chapter. The algorithms were set to run until 50,000 time units. And all simulations

are carried out on a laptop with eight 1.9GHz CPU cores and 16GB memories.

3.6.2 Evaluations Results

Different performance metrics for evaluation purposes are employed in our simulation,

such as the average node and link utilization efficiencies, the node and link occupancy

ratios and the execution time of the proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 demonstrate the average node and link utilization efficiencies,

the proposed algorithm leads to better results than the existing comparison algorithms

due to the help of the local and global optimal mapping positions of particles during

the iterations. Moreover, the different kinds of resource capacities are considered for

various use cases, such as transmission latency, computing resources and bandwidth

capacity during the slice design processes. The G-SP is the baseline algorithm that

adopts the greedy strategy node mapping with k-shortest link mapping algorithms.

From the results, it can be seen that the average node and link resource utilization

efficiencies are 38.29% and 52.84% for 2000 network slice requests of the proposed

algorithm, respectively, which means that they can obtain up to twice of that compared

with the G-SP and other algorithms. In addition, the highest node and link resource

utilization efficiencies of the proposed algorithm imply its highest acceptance ratio.

From Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6, it is evident that the node and link occupancy ratios

gradually increase as the number of NS requests is increased. Regarding different time
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units, the occupancy ratios of the proposed algorithm fluctuate within a certain range,

which implies that it can guarantee the balanced utilization of physical nodes and links

of the system. However, the tendencies of different numbers of network slice requests

in terms of time unit are still fluctuated, because different slice requests have different

TTL so that will can be removed from the physical network when they are expired.

Furthermore, the total execution time of the proposed algorithm in terms of different

number of network slice requests is depicted in Fig. 3.7. It is obvious that the more

network slicing request is, the longer execution time is. From the simulation results,

the average execution time for each network slice request design process is around

1.5006s.
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3.7 Conclusions

Network slicing is recognized as a promising technology, which can not only allow

the physical network to divide into different network slices but provide various service

for different application scenarios. For the implementation of network slicing, the

design policy is regarded as one of the most significant issues. Thus, this chapter

presents an ILP formulation and a meta-heuristic algorithm for the basic NSDP

problem. To be specific, the simulations results show that the performance of resource

utilization efficiency of the proposed algorithm is better than other existing algorithms.

The analysis of average node and link occupancy ratios illustrates that the proposed

algorithm can guarantee the balanced utilization of system resource. And the analysis

shows that the execution time of network slice design process is fast with the proposed

algorithm. Further, a service-aware design policy will be investigated in Chapter 4

based on the present basic design policy.



Chapter 4

Service-aware Design Policy of

End-to-End Network Slicing For 5G

Use Cases

4.1 Introduction

Recently, the NSDP is being investigated extensively in both academia and industries.

Some uncertain scenarios are considered in the network slicing research, because the

traffic demands in different slices may fluctuate or they may burst in a period of time.

In existing works, the robust optimization methodology is regarded as a conducive

approach to solve the uncertain problems. It contains no assumption that the probability

distributions should be available in advance, leading to computationally tractable

formulations [57]. For instance, Bertsimas and Sim [102] developed a Γ-robust model

to deal with the data uncertainty for network flows and discrete optimization, which

can be deemed as a main foundation stone to deal with uncertain demands in networks.

On this basis, some related works are proposed, for example, a Γ-robust optimiza-

tion model was presented to solve the virtual network embedding problem for the

networks of large scale with uncertain demands in Reference [103]. Also, Reference

[104] employed the Γ-robust uncertainty set proposed in [102] to handle traffic uncer-

tainties by presenting two optimization models, which aimed to reduce the deployment
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cost of slices. And a study about robust network slicing schemes was investigated in

Reference [105] to deal with the recovery and reconfiguration of slices in a unified

framework, to minimize the bandwidth consumption. Reference [106] illustrated a

solution of the communication network planning based on the robust optimization

using an accurate mathematical model with demand uncertainty.

The formulations of the NSDP considering the uncertainty in traffic demands were

proposed in References [104, 103]. However, the differences among the characteristics

of diverse slice use cases are neglected. In addition, a service-focused deployment

algorithm of network slicing [95] was proposed to the realize efficient utilization

of resources for different slices. Nevertheless, the traffic demands in diverse slice

requests are ignored. In practice, network slices usually have different performance

requirements for various service application scenarios. The traffic demands in network

slices may fluctuate to some extent. Thus, it is significant to explore the service-aware

NSDP for various use cases considering fluctuated traffic demands.

This chapter aims to propose a versatile service-aware network slice design policy,

which is appropriate for the application scenario that different use cases can coexist

in an efficient way, whilst considering the fluctuation of traffic demands. The present

design policy can not only enhance resource efficiency but also guarantee the various

service requirements.

Firstly, multiple design objectives for eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC use cases are

introduced, respectively. Then, two optimization models of the service-aware NSDP

are formulated, including the deterministic model and the robust model. Similar to the

basic NSDP problem, the formulated service-aware NSDP is also an Integer Linear

Programming problem, which is a NP-Hard problem. Besides, the NSDP problem

evolves from the VNE problems, which means that it may be hard to solve the problem

within a polynomial computing time when its input size is considerably large [9]. Thus,

a heuristic algorithm is proposed, called the service-aware network slicing design

policy (S-NSDP) algorithm. It can be implemented via efficient iterations, which is

inspired by the Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) algorithm

[55]. The contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
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• Multiple design objectives for eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC use cases are pro-

posed, respectively, concerning different priorities, including bandwidth resource

utilization, CPU and memory resource utilization and latency, providing various

services and satisfying performance requirements in different 5G application

scenarios.

• Two optimization models of the NSDP are formulated: first, the deterministic

formulation is considered as the nominal case with nominal traffic demands; then,

the robust formulation is adopted as an extended version of the deterministic

formulation to deal with uncertain traffic demands, where equivalent robust

counterparts can be obtained with robust coefficients Γ and Ψ.

• The S-NSDP algorithm is proposed with fluctuated traffic demands, which can

not only utilize resources efficiently but also ensure the different performance

requirements of slices. It can be considered as a trade-off between computational

effort and the quality of solutions. Specifically, the initialization algorithm of

particle swarms and the update scheme of particle positions are presented.

• Extensive simulations are carried out to validate the present design policy, the

impact on objective values is analyzed considering the robustness optimization.

And the algorithm performance is evaluated compared with existing work. A

comprehensive enhancement is demonstrated by the proposed algorithms, of

resource utilization, resource efficiency and acceptance ratio.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 provides a network

model of the service-aware NSDP. Section 4.3 presents the details of multiple service-

aware design objectives for different slices, and the optimization models of the NSDP,

including the deterministic model and the robust model, with resource constraints.

Besides, the proposed algorithms of the service-aware network slicing design policy

are introduced in Section 4.4 and evaluated in Section 4.5 with a detailed analysis.

Finally, a brief conclusion is presented in Section 4.6.
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4.2 Network Model of Service-aware Network Slicing

Design Problem

The basic mathematical models of the physical infrastructure and network slice requests

have been introduced in Section 3.2. In this section, the additional information on the

network models related to the service-aware NSDP is supplemented. The notations

used to define the NSDP problem are summarized in Table 4.1.

4.2.1 Physical Infrastructure Model

The physical infrastructure is associated with an undirected graph G = (P,L,AP,AL).

Api ∈ AP is defined by Api = ({cpi,mpi,∆pi}|pi ∈ P), where cpi , mpi and ∆pi represent

the CPU capacity, memory capacity and node type of pi, respectively. ∆pi is a binary

parameter, and ∆pi = 0 if pi is an access node. Besides, AL = ({b(Li j),h(Li j)}, where

b(Li j) represents the bandwidth capacity of the physical path Li j, and h(Li j) indicates

its total latency.

4.2.2 Network Slice Request Model

A network slice request qk is represented by qk = (v,e,o,Tk,Dk), where v ∈V , e ∈ E.

o denotes its Time-To-Live (TTL), which indicates that qk will be removed when its

TTL expires. And Tk denotes the type of use case of qk.

Given a set of end-to-end traffic demands Dk for qk, which is defined by Dk =

(vs,vt ,dk|∀k ∈ K). Each traffic dk is routed from its source node vs ∈ v towards its

destination node vt ∈ v through the virtual link est ∈ e. Dk leaves sources and arrives at

their destinations by routing through a collection of VNFs in a predefined order. The set

of sources can be represented by S(Dk) = {(vs,vt) = est ∈ e(dk)|vs = s(dk),∀dk ∈Dk},

similarly, the set of destinations is denoted by H(Dk) = {(vs,vt) = est ∈ e(dk)|vt =

h(dk),∀dk ∈ Dk}.

Ivs denotes the required attributes of the VNF vs, which can be represented by

Ivs = ({cvs,mvs,εvs,cλvs
,mλvs

}|vs ∈ v). Specifically, cvs and mvs specify the size of CPU

and memory resource blocks required by the VNF vs for its implementation in the
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Table 4.1 Notations of the service-aware NSDP

Notation Description

G Physical infrastructure topology

P Set of physical nodes

L Set of physical links

T Set of relations of physical nodes and their attributes

AP Set of attributes of P

AL Set of attributes of L

Q Network slice topology

V Set of virtual network functions

E Set of virtual links

Dk Set of traffic demands of qk

S(Dk) Set of sources of Dk

H(Dk) Set of destination of Dk

qk A slice request

Li j Physical path between the physical nodes pi and p j

est Virtual link between the VNFs vs and vt

dk A traffic demand in Dk

cpi CPU capacity of pi

mpi Memory capacity of pi

b(Li j) Bandwidth capacity of Li j

h(Li j) Latency of Li j

Ivs Set of required attributes of vs

cvs Size of CPU resource blocks required by vs

mvs Size of memory resource blocks required by vs

εvs Elastic coefficient of vs

cλvs
CPU resource coefficient of vs

mλvs
Memory resource coefficient of vs

ρ
s,k
i Decision variable of VNFs

γ
st,k
i j Decision variable of virtual links

ζi Variable of occupancy status of pi

xvs Number of resource blocks required by vs
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infrastructure. Besides, cλvs
denotes the CPU resource coefficient of vs, meaning that

it requires cλvs
(cλvs

> 0,∀vs ∈ v) CPU resources to process one unit of traffic demand,

similarly to the memory resource coefficient mλvs
> 0. Let εvs represent the elastic

coefficient of vs, which indicates that the traffic demand dk may fluctuate to dk ∗ εvs

(εvs ⩾ 0,∀vs ∈ v) after it routes through vs.

4.3 Problem Formulation

4.3.1 Service-aware Design Objectives

In this chapter, it is aimed to propose a versatile service-aware network slice design

policy to support various application scenarios. Thus, a comprehensive design objective

function is necessary. For different 5G use cases, such as eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC,

they are served by a set of network slices. The network slices belonging to different

use cases should satisfy their specific service requirements, such as latency, computing

and bandwidth resources. Each use case has its own priority of service requirements,

which should be fully considered.

In detail, it is essential to ensure that uRLLC slices have a high priority in end-

to-end latency. They need extremely low latency and significantly high availability

to promise high-quality services. For instance, they are expected to deliver advanced

services for connected latency-sensitive devices, such as intelligent transportation

vehicles, remote health-care tools, tactile communications and virtual reality.

In the present work, the latency h(Li j) of the physical path Li j between pi and p j

is determined by its transmission delay, propagation delay and the processing delay of

VNFs and physical nodes. The maximum transmission delay of Li j is denoted by ξi j

when its all bandwidth capacities are occupied. Further, the transmission delay of Li j

indicates as µi j ·ξi j, where µi j is represented by the utilization ratio of Li j and it can

be expressed as:

µi j =
∑k∈K ∑est∈e γ

st,k
i j εvsdk

b(Li j)
, (4.1)
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where γ
st,k
i j denotes the decision variable, with it taken as 1, the traffic between the

virtual link est ∈ e is routed through the physical path Li j regarding the traffic dk ∈Dk;

and 0 otherwise.

Let κi j denote the propagation latency of Li j, it is defined by the number of

hops between Li j. The processing latency of pi is indicated by ιpi(∀pi ∈ P). And

ιvs(∀vs ∈V ) denotes the processing latency of vs. The total latency δi j of Li j increases

as more VNFs are placed on pi and p j. The network slice design objective regarding

latency is shown as:

max fu =C −∑
Li j

{
∑k∈K ∑est∈e γ

st,k
i j εvsdk

b(Li j)
ξi j +κi j + ∑

k∈K
∑

pi∈Li j

(ιpi + ∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i ιvs)},

(4.2)

where C is a sufficiently large constant. ρ
s,k
i indicates the decision variable for deter-

mining the traffic demand dk to route through the VNF vs placing onto the physical

node pi.

The network slicing technique facilitates the mobile network operators to provide

improved user experience and high data rate services by creating different slice service

instances. Under these circumstances, massive traffic data will be transmitted simulta-

neously through networks. Therefore, the effective use of bandwidth resources should

be guaranteed in the design of network slicing.

Particularly, it is significant to satisfy the requirements of bandwidth resources for

eMBB slices, which can prevent the exhaustion of bandwidth resources from affecting

their service qualities. Because eMBB slices usually require high traffic demands, such

as ultra HD video stream, cloud storage and mobile augmented reality. Specifically,

the slice design objective considering bandwidth resources is expressed as:

max fe = ∑
k∈K

∑
est(vs)∈e

∑
Li j

{γst,k
i j εvsdk}. (4.3)

In addition, sufficient computing resources, such as CPU and memory resources,

are crucial for the implementation of network slicing. For instance, in IoT application

scenarios of mMTC use cases, a growing number of intelligent devices are enabled for
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consumer use, including wearable devices, automation systems and some appliances

with remote monitoring capabilities. Thus, it is important to supply enhanced and

abundant computing resources for the services of the high density of diverse connec-

tions preferentially. The network slice design objective related to computing resources

is defined by:

max fm = ∑
k∈K

∑
pi∈P

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i {xvs(cvs +mvs)+(cλvs

+mλvs
)εvsdk}, (4.4)

where xvs ∈ R⩾0 specifies the number of resource blocks required by vs.

In conclusion, the intention in setting out the multiple design objectives is to

propose a comprehensive design objective function. The proposed design policy is

appropriate for various application scenarios, where tenants can require different types

of network slices in the same infrastructure. Therefore, the design objective function

of the service-aware NSDP is formulated by using the Simple Additive Weighting

(SAW) method, which is shown as:

max ωu fu +ωe fe +ωm fm (4.5)

where the weighting coefficients ωu, ωe and ωm are defined as the degrees of priority

regarding different types of network slices. They are respectively denoted by the ratios

of the number of uRLLC, eMBB and mMTC network slice requests to the total size of

the network slice set.

In fact, the SAW method and the ε- constraint model both are nominal models

for solving Multi-objective Optimization Problems (MOPs). Both techniques aim

to reduce the dimensionality of the multiple objectives in a certain way for MOP

problems. In essence, both two methods transform a MOP problem into a Single-

objective Optimization Problem (SOP), which make it easier to be solved. In addition

to the SAW method, the ε- constraint method also seems to work to solve the NSDP.

However, the SAW method is considered as a more appropriate way to solve the

proposed NSDP problem compared to the ε- constraint model. First of all, this chapter
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aims to propose a versatile network slice design policy to guarantee the different

services in various use cases, which does not focus on one specific slice scenario

like other existing works [107], [108]. Besides, different types of network slices

belonging to diverse use cases are accommodated in the same underlying physical

infrastructure, and the concordant coexistence of various slices should be guaranteed.

Hence, a general design objective function is necessary to be proposed for various

eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC network slices.

If the ε- constraint model is adopted in the proposed NSDP problem, a specific

design objective should be selected from the k objectives as the main objective, and the

other k−1 objectives will be considered as constraints by adding different thresholds.

Therefore, it is not suitable for the NSDP problem since it would be difficult to select

a function as the primary objective function, especially considering different network

slices.

To put it differently, the ε- constraint model is more suitable to solve the NSDP

problem for a specific use case rather than a general NSDP problem. Because it

is pertinent to select the main objective in a specific NSDP problem, so that it can

be better optimized. For instance, the latency objective can be determined as the

main objective and the computing resource and bandwidth resource objectives can be

considered as constraints in the NSDP problem for the uRLLC use case. However, for

the service-are NSDP problem proposed in this chapter, it should avoid selecting a

function as the main objective. Because it is infeasible to choose any objective as the

main objective for a general problem and the diverse use cases have different priorities

of service requirements.

Besides, the proposed NSDP problem can be solved and implemented more effi-

ciently by using the SAW method than the ε- constraint model. If the ε- constraint

method is employed, an appropriate way to solve the proposed NSDP problem is

to transform it into three different specific problems. Specifically, three different

optimization models should be formulated with different selected main objectives.

The value of threshold εi(i = 1,2,3...) needs to be set differently in various NSDP

scenarios, and then the optimization problems will be solved three times separately for
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eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC use cases. Moreover, it will have a certain impact on the

optimal solutions whether εi is set appropriately or not. New constraint variables εi are

introduced, increasing the number of constraints in the optimization problem, which

will cause that the difficulty of solving the specific NSDP problems tends to increase.

In addition, the unique solution of the proposed NSDP problem is Pareto optimal by

using the SAW method when the weighting coefficients are defined as ωu,ωe,ωm ≥ 0.

And it is strictly positive for at least one design objective, and ωu +ωe +ωm = 1. The

corresponding proofs can be found in Formula (16) and Theorem 4 in Reference [52].

Particularly, different application scenarios of network slices can be realized at ease

by adjusting ωu, ωe and ωm. For instance, for the scenario containing three different

kinds of slice requests with the same priority, where ωu = ωe = ωm = 1/3. In the

following, the analysis of the different scenarios is given in Section 4.5, with different

values of ωu, ωe and ωm.

4.3.2 Deterministic Formulation

In this subsection, a deterministic optimization model of the service-aware NSDP is

formulated, which aims to enhance the resource utilization efficiency for hosting as

many network slice requests as possible in the network while satisfying their different

service requirements. The proposed model places VNFs and routes virtual links in the

physical infrastructure. It is assumed that the traffic demands in different slice requests

are deterministic. That is to say, the volume of traffic demand is fixed after the creation

of a network slice request. The deterministic problem of the service-aware NSDP is

formulated as follows:

max gd = ωu fu +ωe fe +ωm fm (4.6.1)

s.t. ∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i (xvscvs + cλvs

εvsdk)≤ cpi ∀pi ∈ P (4.6.2)

∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i (xvsmvs +mλvs

εvsdk)≤ mpi ∀pi ∈ P (4.6.3)

∑
k∈K

∑
est(vs)∈e

γ
st,k
i j εvsdk ≤ b(Li j) ∀Li j ∈ L,∀vs ∈ est (4.6.4)
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∑
vs∈s(dk)

γ
st,k
i j − ∑

vs∈h(dk)

γ
st,k
ji

=


1vs∈s(dk)−ρ

t,k
i ∀k ∈ K,est ∈ Li j(vs)+,vs ∈ v

ρ
s,k
i −ρ

t,k
i ∀k ∈ K,est ∈ e/{s(dk)∪h(dk)}

ρ
s,k
i −1vs∈h(dk) ∀k ∈ K,est ∈ Li j(vs)−,vs ∈ v

(4.6.5)

∑
k∈K

∑
pi∈P

ρ
s,k
i = 1 ∀vs ∈ v (4.6.6)


τi ≤ ∑

k∈K
(1−ρ

s,k
i ) ∀pi ∈ P,∀vs ∈ v

τi ≥ 1− ∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i ∀pi ∈ P

(4.6.7)

ζi = 1− τi ∀pi ∈ P (4.6.8)

ρ
i
s, γ

st,k
i j , ζi, τi = {0,1} (4.6.9)

where constraints (4.6.2)-(4.6.3) ensure that the required resources for the implementa-

tion of slices and the processing of the traffic volume dk ∈ Dk should not exceed the

system resource capacities. Constraint (4.6.4) guarantees that the bandwidth capacity

of Li j should be capable of supporting the traffic demands routing through est that are

established on Li j. Constraint (4.6.5) enforces flow conservation at pi ∈ P. Constraints

(4.6.6)-(4.6.8) give the restriction of the occupancy status of pi ∈ P.

4.3.3 Robust Formulation

In the previous subsection, the deterministic formulation of the NSDP is introduced.

However, the assumption that the traffic demands are deterministic may not be appro-

priate in many practical application scenarios.

Actually, it is usually assumed that slice requests require resources according to the

peak traffic demands to guarantee the services. But, it is not efficient since resources

are unlikely to be fully utilized most of the time. Besides, it may cause infeasibility

if traffic demands fluctuate, any increase in traffic demands can lead to the failed

deployment of slice requests. Thus, a promising way to remedy these limitations is to

consider traffic uncertainty in the formulation of the NSDP.
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In the present work, the Robust Optimization (RO) methodology is applied, which

has been widely adopted to deal with the challenges arising from uncertain situations

[102]. A robust approach for the NSDP is proposed by combining the Ψ-robust and

Γ-robust models. It is appropriate to the stochastic traffic demands because: 1) the

number of uncertain traffic demands that can fluctuate simultaneously can be adjusted

easily by changing the parameter Γ; 2) on basis of 1), the deviation of traffic demands

can be regulated by the parameter Ψ. To capture this uncertainty, the uncertainty

sets proposed by [109] is employed to formulate the uncertain traffic demands. The

traffic demands are modeled as a ’box+polyhedral’ uncertainty set U , which is the

intersection between the polyhedral and box [58]. U is defined by:

U = {σk|∥σk∥∞ ≤Ψ,∥σk∥1 ≤ Γ}. (4.7)

Assume that the traffic demands fluctuate independently, which indicates there

is no correlation among the elements in the uncertain set U . Each uncertain traffic

demand d̃k(k ∈ K) is denoted by:

d̃k = d̄k±σkd̂k, (4.8)

where d̃k takes value in the symmetric interval [d̄k−σkd̂k, d̄k +σkd̂k] with the nominal

traffic demand d̄k. Besides, traffic demands can fluctuate by the positive perturbation

d̂k and σk ∈U .

Assuming the number of traffic demands that deviate from their nominal values

simultaneously is at most Γ, and the maximum deviation magnitude is Ψ. To immunize

against infeasibility and obtain solutions that remain feasible for any independent

random variables in the given uncertainty set U , resource constraints (4.6.2), (4.6.3)

can be updated as their non-linear robust counterparts, which are shown as follows:
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∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i cλvs

εvs d̄k + ∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i xvscvs+

max
J∈K,

|J|≤Γ,|σk|≤Ψ

{
∑
k∈J

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i cλvs

εvsσkd̂k
}
≤ cpi

∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i mλvs

εvs d̄k + ∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i xvsmvs+

max
J∈K,

|J|≤Γ,|σk|≤Ψ

{
∑
k∈J

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i mλvs

εvsσkd̂k
}
≤ mpi.

(4.9)

Further, the non-linear robust constraints (4.9) can be linearized by abstracting

them as exponential linear constraints. Each of them accounts for the scenario where a

possibility of the given uncertainty set U is realized, which is modeled as:



∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i {xvscvs + cλvs

εvs(d̄k +σkd̂k)} ≤ cpi

∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i {xvsmvs +mλvs

εvs(d̄k +σkd̂k)} ≤ mpi.

(4.10)

The robust NSDP with exponential constraints can be circumvented by employing

the duality technique proposed by [102]. Its tractable reformulation can be modeled,

where the inner maximization problems in the constraints (4.9) are converted to their

corresponding dual equivalent:
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max
J∈K,

|J|≤Γ,|σk|≤Ψ

∑
k∈J

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i cλvs

εvsσkd̂k = min ∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

Ψς
s,k
i +Γzi

max
J∈K,

|J|≤Γ,|σk|≤Ψ

∑
k∈J

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i mλvs

εvsσkd̂k = min ∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

Ψς
s,k
i +Γzi

ς
s,k
i + zi ≥ d̂kρ

s,k
i ∀k ∈ K

ς
s,k
i ≥ 0,zi ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ K

(4.11)

where ς
s,k
i and zi are dual variables.

For fixed values of robust parameters Γ∈Z≥0 and Ψ∈R≥0, the robust counterparts

to constraints (4.6.2) and (4.6.3) correspond to:



∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i (xvscvs + cλvs

εvs d̄k)+Ψ ∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ς
s,k
i +Γzi ≤ cpi

∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ρ
s,k
i (xvsmvs +mλvs

εvs d̄k)+Ψ ∑
k∈K

∑
vs∈v

ς
s,k
i +Γzi ≤ mpi

ς
s,k
i + zi ≥ d̂kρ

s,k
i

ς
s,k
i ≥ 0,zi ≥ 0 ∀vs ∈ v,∀pi ∈ P,∀k ∈ K

(4.12)

Similarly, the constraint (4.6.4) can be updated as:

∑
k∈K

∑
est(vs)∈e(dk)

γ
st,k
i j εvsdk + γ

st,k
i j εvsσkd̂k ≤ b(Li j) (4.13)

where, for any σk(k ∈ J), the maximization deviation part is shown as:
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max
σ∈U,J∈K,|J|≤Γ

{
∑
k∈J

∑
est(vs)∈e(dk)

γ
st,k
i j εvsσkd̂k

}
(4.14)

The corresponding robust counterpart of (4.13) is shown as:



∑
k∈K

∑
est(vs)∈e(dk)

γ
st,k
i j εvs d̄

k
st +Ψ ∑

k∈K
∑

est∈e(dk)

ς
st,k
i j +Γzi j ≤ b(Li j)

ς
st,k
i j + zi j ≥ d̂kγ

st,k
i j

ς
st,k
i j ≥ 0,zi j ≥ 0 ∀Li j ∈ L,∀k ∈ K

(4.15)

Notice that the robust formulation can be transformed into the nominal case when

Ψ = 0 and Γ = 0. Consider the deterministic formulation (4.6.1) - (4.6.9) with the

nominal traffic demands as the nominal case.

Moreover, the objective function of the robust formulation is represented as:

max gr = ωu fu +ωe fe +ωm fm, (4.16)

for the robust formulation, constraints (4.12) and (4.15) are the equivalence of the

constraints (4.6.2)-(4.6.4), which leverage the Γ and Ψ perturbations of uncertain

variables for traffic demands.

Thus, the integrated robust formulation is consisted of (4.16), (4.6.5) - (4.6.9), and

the counterparts (4.12) and (4.15) substituting for the constraints (4.6.2) - (4.6.4).

4.4 Algorithms of Service-aware Design Policy

Theoretically, the optimal design solutions can be obtained by calculating the opti-

mization models presented above. However, the proposed NSDP is an Integer Linear

Programming (ILP) VNE-type problem, which is NP-hard. Its computational time may

be extremely long when its input size is large [9]. Thus, to balance the computational
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effort and the quality of solutions, an effective heuristic algorithm is proposed, the

Service-aware Network Slicing Design Policy (S-NSDP) algorithm, which is inspired

by the MOPSO algorithm [55].

The S-NSDP algorithm we proposed is aimed at 1) utilizing system resources effi-

ciently with fluctuated traffic demands, 2) satisfying the various service requirements

of different slice requests, 3) guaranteeing the concordant coexistence of different

kinds of slices belonging to various use cases in a certain underlying infrastructure.

4.4.1 Basic Concepts of Algorithms

Assume that S indicates the set of slices, which consists of K slice service instances.

Each qk(qk ∈ S,k ∈K) may have more than one possible design solutions. The design

solutions are composed of two parts: the design records Av(qk) of VNFs and the

design records Ae(qk) of virtual links. In particular, Ae(qk) only can be obtained after

Av(qk) is determined.

The set A(qk) of candidate solutions of qk consists of Av(qk) and Ae(qk). To

be specific, a∗b computing resource constraints are formulated when qk consists of

a VNFs and the physical infrastructure contains b physical nodes. Besides, m ∗ n

bandwidth resource constraints are figured when there are n physical paths between

the corresponding physical nodes in Av(qk), to deploy qk with m virtual links.

In this work, a K-dimensional search space is assumed to obtain the final design

solution of S. Specifically, a particle swarm X is defined, which is composed ofM

particles. Each particle Xη(η ∈M) of X is expressed as:

Xη = [xη ,1,xη ,2, ...,xη ,k...,xη ,K] (4.17)

where xη ,k is the kth element of Xη , the value of xη ,k is the index into the sequence

of the set A(qk) containing candidate design solutions of qk. Xη is considered as an

integrated design solution of S.

The initial positions of X have a decisive influence on the final design solutions.

The X should be first initialized in its search space. The details of the initialization

algorithm of particle swarms are presented in Algorithm 4. To be specific, the set
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm of Particle Swarm Initialization
Input:
S: the set of slice service instances;

Output:
X : the set of initial particle swarm;

1: for qk(∀k ∈ K) do
2: get A(qk) = {Av(qk),Ae(qk)} based on the G-SP algorithm;
3: for y ∈ A(qk) do
4: for li j ∈ y do
5: βy(qk) = +δ (li j);
6: end for
7: rank A(qk) based on βy(qk) as L(qk);
8: end for
9: end for

10: if |L(qk)|<M & L(qk) ̸=∅ then
11: expand L(qk) with sizeM by collectingM elements in A(qk) cyclically in

order;
12: end if
13: for xη ,k(∀η ∈M,∀k ∈ K) do
14: if |L(qk)| ≥M then
15: initialize xη ,k as the index η into the sequence of L(qk);
16: else
17: initialize xη ,k as the random index into the sequence of L(qk);
18: end if
19: add xη ,k into Xη ;
20: end for
21: return X

A(qk) of candidate solutions is updated as L(qk) by ranking the total delay βy(qk) of

its included solution y(y ∈ A(qk)), which is shown as Lines 1−12. When the size of

L(qk) is larger than or equal toM, the value of each element xη ,k of Xη is initialized

as the index into the sequence of the η th solution in L(qk); otherwise, the initialization

of xη ,k is the index into the sequence of a random solution. The initialization processes

of particles are represented as Lines 13−21.

After the initialization of the X , feasible design solutions can be calculated by N

times iterations. Bη ,k denotes the personal optimal solution of xη ,k obtained so far, and

Bg,k represents the global optimal solution of the whole particle swarm X . Particles

will fly towards Bg,k while searching for their personal optimal solutions during each

iteration. The velocity of the particle Xη will update towards Bη and Bg, respectively,
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based on its current position, personal optimal position Bη and global optimal position

Bg. That is, VXη→Bη
and VXη→Bg . The new velocity of Xη can be updated as:

(Vη(t),VXη→Bη
,VXη→Bg)⇒Vη(t +1) (4.18)

where Bη is represented by:

Bη = [Bη ,1,Bη ,2, ...,Bη ,k, ...,Bη ,K], (4.19)

and Bg is denoted by:

Bg = [Bg,1,Bg,2, ...,Bg,k, ...,Bg,K]. (4.20)

Let Vη = (Vη ,1,Vη ,2, ...,Vη ,k, ...,Vη ,K) denote a velocity set of each element xη ,k

of Xη . Each Vη ,k is defined as:

Vη ,k(n+1) =ω · Vη ,k(n)+ r1 ·wlC1 · (Bη ,k(n)− xη ,k(n))+

r2 ·wgC2 · (Bg,k(n)− xη ,k(n))
(4.21)

where η ∈M, k ∈ K, n ∈ N , and ω denotes the inertia weight. r1 and r2 represent

two random numbers which are uniformly distributed in [0,1]. wl and wg denote local

parameter and global parameter, respectively. C1 and C2 indicate the learning factors

to adjust the convergence of the algorithm, they are defined by the size of A(qk).

Regarding the new position Xη(n+ 1) of the η th particle, it can be calculated

by the velocity Vη(n+ 1) and its current position Xη(n). The regeneration of each

element xη ,k of Xη is shown as:

xη ,k(n+1) = xη ,k(n)+Vη ,k(n+1). (4.22)

The details that the particle position of Xη updates during each iteration are shown

in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5 Algorithm of Particle Position Update
Input:

Xη(n): the current position of Xη ,
Bη(n): the personal optimal position,
Bg(n): the global optimal position;

Output:
Xη(n+1): the new position of Xη ;

1: for xη ,k ∈ Xη(n),∀k ∈ K do
2: update Bη ,k(n) and Bg,k(n);
3: Vη ,k(n),Bη ,k(n),Bg,k(n)⇒Vη ,k(n+1);
4: xη ,k(n),Vη ,k(n+1)⇒ xη ,k(n+1);
5: if xη ,k(n+1)< 0 then
6: xη ,k(n+1) = 0;
7: else if xη ,k(n+1)≥M then
8: xη ,k(n+1) = random.randint(1, |A(qk)|);
9: else

10: xη ,k(n+1) = ⌈xη ,k(n+1)⌉;
11: end if
12: end for
13: return Xη(n+1)

4.4.2 Detailed Description of Algorithms

In the S-NSDP algorithm, we assume that traffic demands will vanish when their

source and destination are placed in the same infrastructure node. And qk will be

removed from the infrastructure when its TTL ok expires. Besides, the traffic demand

dk routing qk may fluctuate after it passes the set of predefined VNFs v, which is shown

as Fig. 4.1.

The solution of the versatile design policy should guarantee the various service

requirements in different use cases. It can be obtained by updating the set of candidate

design solutions. In particular, the candidate solutions are evaluated by their fitness

values. And the fitness value of each candidate solution is calculated by the general

design objective function. Thus, the fitness function F of each particle Xη(∀η ∈M)

is defined to evaluate the quality of each candidate design solution, which can be

expressed as:

F(Xη) = ωeRe +ωmRm +ωuRu (4.23)
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Fig. 4.1 Traffic demands in different slice requests through the same underlying
infrastructure.

where ωe, ωm and ωu are the weighting coefficients of eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC

slices, respectively. Besides, Re denotes the average utilization of bandwidth resources,

which is shown as:

Re =
∑k∈K ∑est(vs)∑Li j εvsdk

∑Li j b(Li j)
; (4.24)

Rm represents the average utilization of CPU and memory resources, and it is

defined by:

Rm =
∑pi∈P ∑vs∈v xvs(cvs +mvs)

∑pi∈P(cpi +mpi)
+

∑pi∈P ∑vs∈v ∑k∈K{(cλcs
+mλcs

)εvsdk}
∑pi∈P(cpi +mpi)

; (4.25)

Ru indicates the normalization value of the latency of all physical paths when the

design solution Xη is implemented, its definition is shown as:

Ru = 1−∑
Li j

{
∑k∈K ∑est(vs)∈e εvsdkξi j

C
+

κi j +∑k∈K ∑pi∈P(ιpi +∑vs∈v ιvs)

C
}. (4.26)
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The details of the S-NSDP algorithm are presented in Algorithm 6. The number of

iterationsN and the sizeM of the particle swarm X need to be initialized firstly. Each

particle xη ,k in X is initialized by Algorithm 4. An initial velocity set Vη is created

and the value of Vη ,k is initialized as 1. Bη and Bg are initialized, where their initial

fitness values Fη and Fg of the particle Xη are set to 0, respectively. For each iteration

n(n ∈ N), the particle xη ,k is updated by Algorithm 5, and xη ,k = 0 indicates that the

implementation of qk is not successful. Next, evaluate the quality of Xη by its fitness

value, and update Fη and Fg as the optimal value in the historical records. Afterwards,

update Bη , Fη , Bg and Fg until all iterations are completed. The final design solution

D is considered as Bg. Besides, traffic demands in S are fluctuated and their TTLs ok

may be different. The total number of time slots is defined as O. When each slot ends,

the occupied records of S are traversed. qk will be removed from the infrastructure

when its TTL expires, meanwhile, the occupied resources of the slice will also be

released. It may cause the occupancy status of the substrate network is varying.

In the S-NSDP algorithm, O(|A(qk)| · (1+ log2 |A(qk)|)+M· (1+N )+O) time

is required to obtain the design solution of each slice request. The occupied records of

the infrastructure will be updated once each time slot ends.

4.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the details of simulation scenarios are first described. Then, the

evaluation results are analyzed to validate the proposed formulations and algorithms

of the service-aware NSDP.

In this chapter, the deterministic formulation is defined as the so-called nominal

case, which considers the nominal values of traffic demands. The robustness formula-

tion is investigated by comparing it with the nominal case. Specifically, the impact on

the objective value of the nominal case is analyzed in terms of the objective gaps. The

definition of the gap percentage can be defined by:

gap =
|gd−gr|

gd
·100%. (4.27)
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Algorithm 6 Service-aware Network Slicing Design Policy Algorithm
Input:

G: the physical network;
S: the set of slice service instances;

Output:
D: the set of design solutions of S;
Fg(D): the global optimal fitness value;

1: initialize N ,M;
2: initialize the population of the particle swarm X by Algorithm 4;
3: initialize the velocity set Vη(η∀M) of each particle in X as Vη = ones[K];
4: evaluate the initial X ;
5: initialize Bη , Fη , Bg, Fg;
6: while n ∈N do
7: for Xη(η∀M) do
8: for xη ,k(k∀K) do
9: if xη ,k /∈ Aqk then

10: xη ,k = 0;
11: end if
12: update xη ,k based on Algorithm 5;
13: end for
14: evaluate F(Xη);
15: update Bη , Fη ;
16: update Bg, Fg;
17: end for
18: increase the iteration counter n;
19: end while
20: D = Bg;
21: for O do
22: traverse the occupied records of VNFs and virtual links of S based on D;
23: if ok = 0 then
24: remove qk and release the resource it occupied;
25: else
26: ok = ok−1;
27: end if
28: update Fg(D);
29: end for
30: return D, Fg(D)
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The present heuristic algorithms are evaluated from different aspects, such as the

average CPU and memory resource utilization, average bandwidth resource utilization

and acceptance ratio, compared with the following two algorithms: the Random

Greedy algorithm and the PARAA (Profit-Aware Resource Allocation) algorithm.

The approach of randomly drawing samples from the candidate setA(qk) is defined

as a Random Greedy method. A(qk) consists of the candidate design solutions for

each qk(∀k ∈ K). Specifically, the design solutions of the VNFs of each slice request

are sampled from A(qk). And virtual links are placed on the physical paths with the

most sufficient resources. The deployments of subsequent slice requests may fail when

a certain system resource is exhausted. It can be considered as a greedy comparison

algorithm to evaluate our proposed algorithms.

In addition, the PARAA algorithm [110] aims to solve the resource allocation

problem by using the BPSO (Binary Particle Swarm Optimization) methodology [111]

based on the costs and quality of service requirements of different network slice cases

for the 5G sliced networks. As this algorithm focuses on the radio access network,

it is developed here by considering the bandwidth resources and costs, making it

comparable with the present algorithm.

4.5.1 Simulation Setup

The deterministic and robust models are both implemented using MATLAB with

the programming solver Cplex 12.9.0 integrated. The robust model is carried out by

ROME [112] that is a MATLAB toolkit for modeling and solving robust optimization

problems. Heuristic algorithms are achieved using Python 3.7. The simulations are

performed on a Linux laptop with Eight CPU cores of 1.9GHz and 16GB RAM.

Regarding the infrastructure network, a sample network topology POLSKA of

SNDlib [113] is considered, which consists of 12 nodes and 18 links. The values of ∆

of all physical nodes are set to 1. The CPU and memory capacities of physical nodes

are respectively sampled from the tuples (80,110,150,180) and (100,140,160,200)

at random, with a probability of (0.2,0.3,0.3,0.2). The bandwidth capacity of physical

links has the uniform distribution of U [10,30]. The number of VNFs in each slice
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request is uniformly drawn from the tuple (2,3,4,5,6) with a probability of 0.2. For

each set of traffic demands Dk(∀k ∈ K), its source s(Dk) and destination h(Dk) are

collected from P while ensuring the length of each virtual link is at least 1. All

physical nodes have the same priority to host different types of VNFs. Further, it is

assumed that each slice service instance of specific use case where the set of VNFs

may be considered as the subset of V = {v1,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6,v7,v8} that consists of

8 types of VNFs. For instance, the set of VNFs of q1 is given as v = {v1,v3,v5,v7}

in which the set of end-to-end traffic demands traversing VNFs is represented as:

{(s,v1),(v1,v3),(v3,v5),(v5,v7),(v7,h)}.

The sizes of CPU and memory resource blocks cvs and mvs of each VNF vs(∀vs ∈V )

both have the uniform distribution of U [2,7]. The unit resource coefficients cλvs
and

mλvs
of each VNF vs take value from the uniform distribution of U [1,3]. The VNF

processing delay ιvs of vs ∈ V and the physical node processing delay ιpi of pi ∈ P

are both set to 1. And the maximum path transmission delay ξi j of Li j equals to 3.

Assume that the elastic coefficient εvs of each VNF vs is sampled from the uniform

distribution of U [0.5,2], which means the traffic demands can fluctuate from halving

to doubling after routing through them. The maximum TTL of each slice is set to 8.

And the constant C equals to 18.

Slice service instances are generated with an increasing number of requests K =

6,12,24,36,48,60, every instance of a given topology contains a set of traffic demands.

10 data sets are generated for each type of slice requests. The values of each data

set are sampled from the uniform distributions U [1.5,4], U [1,2.5] and U [0.1,0.5],

respectively, for the traffic demands of eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC slices. The nominal

values of traffic demands (d̄k,∀k ∈ K) are calculated as the arithmetic mean over the

generated data sets, and the positive perturbation d̂k is determined by the standard

deviation. The length of virtual links for eMBB and mMTC slices is respectively set

from the tuple (3,4,5,6) uniformly at random with an equal probability, similarly, and

the length of uRLLC slices is sampled from the tuple (1,2,3).

The number of eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC slices are defined by ωeK, ωwK and

ωuK, respectively, and ωe,ωw,ωu ∈ [0,1]. We set different application scenarios to
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illustrate the results of the S-NSDP algorithm with different values of ωe, ωw and

ωm, which are ωu : ωm : ωe = {1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3}, {1/2 : 1/6 : 1/3}, {1/3 : 1/6 : 1/2},

{1/6 : 1/2 : 1/3}. Besides, ωu : ωm : ωe = {1 : 0 : 0},{0 : 1 : 0},{0 : 0 : 1} respectively

indicates the application scenario of uRLLC, mMTC and eMBB slices. The inertia

weight ω of the S-NSDP algorithm is set to 0.729 [101]. wl and wg are both assumed

as 0.5. In addition, we adopt Γ = 1,2,3 and Ψ = 0.25,0.5,0.75,1,1.25,1.5.

For the parameter setting of the PARAA algorithm, the InP bandwidth capacity

is also sampled from U [10,30], each network operator (NO) requires a specific type

of slices with the number of NO as 3. With each network slice attached to a user,

the number of slices of each NO is set to 2,4,8,12,16,20, respectively. The cost of

each slice request is assumed to sample from a uniform distribution of U [1,10]. The

controlling parameters Wmin, Wmax, c1 and c2 are set to 0.2, 0.9, 0.2, 0.2, respectively.

For both our proposed algorithm and the PARAA algorithm, the number of particles

M is set to 50, and the threshold of iteration N is given as 300.

4.5.2 Evaluations Results

Fig. 4.2 shows the impact on the objective value of the deterministic case with nominal

traffic demands. It is illustrated by the objective gaps compared with the robustness

model considering the uncertain traffic demands. We focus on the scenario where the

number of slice requests is K = 6 and ωu : ωm : ωe = {1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3}. Since the

objective gap percentage is achieved almost 100%, larger values of Γ and Ψ are not

further reported. For the fixed value of Γ, the objective gap becomes larger with the

lager values of Ψ. For instance, Γ = 1, it can be observed that the gap percentage is

59.67% for Ψ = 0.5, and 76.52% for Ψ = 1. Besides, the robustness model is related

to the value of Ψ. The uncertainty may increase with an increasing Ψ, which leads to

a larger gap. When the value of Ψ is less than or equal to 1, the result of the robustness

model is more obviously affected by Ψ. For instance, Ψ = 0.25,0.5,0.75,1, the gaps

remain the same as the value of Γ increases. On the other hand, when the value of

Ψ is larger than 1, the result of the robustness model is mainly determined by Γ. For

example, when Γ is assumed as 2 or 3, the gaps become larger as 84.9%, 93.39%,
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Fig. 4.2 Gap percentages for different values of Ψ under Γ = 1,2,3.

respectively, for Ψ = 1.25 and Ψ = 1.5. Thus, the illustrated results indicate that the

impact on the objective value of the nominal case is determined by different values of

Γ and Ψ. That is, the objective gaps become larger with the increment of the number

of deviated traffic demands and their fluctuations. And the gap percentage can achieve

almost 100% when Γ is given as 2 or 3.

Fig. 4.3 illustrates the impact on the objective value of the nominal case compared

with different application scenarios of the robustness model, where ωu : ωm : ωe =

{1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3},{1 : 0 : 0},{0 : 1 : 0},{0 : 0 : 1} with K = 6 and Γ = 2. The gap

percentage of mMTC slices is larger than the other two cases because their traffic

demands are smallest, which leads to their objective values being susceptible to traffic

fluctuations. The values of traffic demands in eMBB slices are greater than those in

uRLLC and mMTC slices, which causes the single objective value of eMBB slices

regarding bandwidth consumption to be less affected by the same level of fluctuations.

For example, for Ψ = 0.25, the gap percentage of eMBB slices equals 13.8%, however,

the gap percentages of mMTC and uRLLC slices are respectively 47.37%, 39%.

Besides, the objective gap percentage of eMBB slices increases linearly since there

is no influence of latency and computing resource consumption. We can see that the
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Fig. 4.3 Gap percentages for different values of Ψ (Γ = 2) of different types of slice
requests.

change tendency of the gap percentage of bandwidth consumption for eMBB slices

is nearly proportional to the changing trend of the value of Ψ. The values of the

gap percentage of eMBB slices are almost multiplied when the values of Ψ increase

multiply. For instance, the gap percentage increases from 13.8% to 27.78% when the

value of Ψ changes from 0.25 to 0.5; the gap percentage increases from 13.8% to

41.67% when the value of Ψ grows from 0.25 to 0.75.

In Fig. 4.4, we compare the bandwidth utilization of eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC

slices over different time units to illustrate their changes. In the present work, the

design process of all network slice requests is offline, network slices will be removed

from the network when their TTLs expire and no more new slices need to be deployed.

The eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC slices are deployed based on their specific design

objectives. Each curve indicates the bandwidth utilization of network slice requests in

different use cases, and the number of slices for different use cases is set to K = 30,

respectively. It can be observed that the ratios of bandwidth utilization gradually

decrease along with the increment of the time unit. Because more and more slices

are removed from the infrastructure when their TTLs expire, the occupied bandwidth
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Fig. 4.4 Bandwidth utilization ratios for different time units of different types of slice
requests.

resources are released and the bandwidth utilization ratio is decreased. The results

also show that the ratios of bandwidth utilization of eMBB slices are higher than the

other two use cases, which is caused by their highest values of traffic demands, even

though their elastic coefficients take values from the same uniform distribution.

To evaluate the resource utilization of eMBB, mMTC and uRLLC slices respec-

tively, the utilization ratios of CPU and memory resources for the first time slot are

shown in Fig. 4.5. Notice that the utilization ratios of CPU and memory resources

both gradually increase with the increment of the number of slice requests. Because

more resources are required as more VNFs are placed on the infrastructure. Besides,

VNFs consume more resources to process traffic demands as they route through more.

The resource utilization ratios of CPU and memory resources in uRLLC slices both

are the lowest. It is because their specific design objective mainly focuses on the

minimum latency so that traffic commodities can remain shortest. That is, less VNFs

are occupied, which also leads to less resources are required to process traffic demands.

Moreover, the resources consumed by mMTC slices are less than that of eMBB slices

since the traffic demands in mMTC slices are much smaller than eMBB slices. For
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Fig. 4.5 Resource utilization ratios for different number of slice requests: a. mMTC, b.
eMBB, c. uRLLC.

instance, for K = 15, the utilization ratios of CPU resources of mMTC slices and

eMBB slices are 30.8% and 76%, respectively.

In Fig. 4.6, the acceptance ratios of the first time slot are plotted, regarding

the different numbers of slice requests. The acceptance ratios are calculated by the

ratio of the number of embedded slices to the whole number of slice requests. To

assess the proposed algorithm, four scenario cases with different ωu, ωe, and ωm

are implemented. It is observed that the acceptance ratios of the two comparison

algorithms and four proposed cases all decrease gradually as the number of slice

requests increases. Besides, the acceptance ratios of the proposed cases are higher than

that of the two comparison algorithms. The main reason is that the proposed multiple

design objectives can coordinate resources consumption from different perspectives,

which may lead to fewer failures due to the exhaustion of one type of resources in

the infrastructure. It also can be observed that the acceptance ratios of the PARAA

algorithm are better than that of the Random Greedy algorithm. Because the PARAA

algorithm can not only allocate bandwidth resources optimally but also maximize the

system profit. However, the Random Greedy algorithm adopts a greedy scheme to

deploy slices so that it may cause more deployment failures due to the exhaustion of

infrastructure resources.

In addition, Fig. 4.7 illustrates the average ratios of CPU and memory resource

utilization of the six cases. Since the acceptance ratios of the proposed cases are higher

compared with the PARAA algorithm and the Random Greedy algorithms, it can be
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Fig. 4.6 Acceptance ratios for different number of slice requests: a comparison between
the proposed algorithm and existing algorithm.
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Fig. 4.7 Average ratios of resource utilization for different number of slice requests: a
comparison between the proposed algorithm and existing algorithm.
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Fig. 4.8 Resource efficiency for different number of slice requests: a comparison
between the proposed algorithm and existing algorithm.

seen that their resource utilization ratios are also higher than that of the comparison

algorithms. In Fig. 4.8, the resource efficiencies of different cases are compared over

the first time slot. The resource efficiency is determined by the mean of the acceptance

ratio and the ratio of resource utilization. That is to say, it is not only related to the

number of embedded slices but also is affected by the resource consumption. It can be

seen that the resource efficiencies of the proposed cases are better compared with the

other two algorithms. Furthermore, the resource efficiency gradually increases when

the number of slices requests becomes larger. Specifically, all curves rise sharply when

the number of slice requests changes from 0 to 6. And more than 60% infrastructure

nodes are occupied when K = 6, which can be observed in Fig. 4.9. All infrastructure

nodes are occupied when K is larger than 24.

Regarding the case of ωm : ωu : ωe = {1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3}, the utilization ratios of

bandwidth resources are plotted respectively for different time slots in Fig. 4.10. In

this figure, each line indicates the bandwidth utilization of different numbers of slice

requests. It can be observed that more bandwidth resources are consumed as the

number of slice requests increases. Particularly, 40% to 60% bandwidth resources
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Fig. 4.9 Node occupancy ratios for different number of slice requests: a comparison of
the proposed algorithm with different values of ωe, ωm, ωu.
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Fig. 4.11 Execution time with the increment of the number of slice requests.

are consumed over the different 8 time slots when K = 60. The utilization ratios of

bandwidth resources are decreased with the increment of the time slot since the TTLs

of slice requests gradually expire and they will be removed from the infrastructure.

Further, Fig. 4.11 illustrates the execution time of our proposed algorithm for

different numbers of slice requests. The average execution time of the four scenarios

with different ωu, ωe, and ωm increases as the number of slice requests increases.

Specifically, the average execution time of the design process for each network slice

request is 0.745s.

4.6 Conclusions

Network slicing facilitates the implementation of 5G networks. It can not only cus-

tomize virtual networks in the form of isolated slices but also satisfy different resource

requirements for various use cases to provide services. In this chapter, the service-

aware NSDP problem is investigated by considering fluctuated traffic demands for

different use cases, including eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC.
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To solve the service-aware NSDP, firstly, multiple design objectives are proposed.

Then, the deterministic optimization model for nominal traffic demands is formulated.

And it is extended into a robust formulation with uncertain traffic demands to provide

robust communication services. Besides, a heuristic algorithm of the service-aware

NSDP is presented to balance the computational cost and quality of solutions. It is

shown that the two formulations can be solved in small scale networks. And the impact

on the objective value of the deterministic model are varied with different robustness

coefficients Γ and Ψ. Furthermore, the simulations validate the performance of the S-

NSDP algorithm, presenting improved results in terms of resource efficiency compared

to the existing work.

In the next chapter, an energy-aware NSDP problem is explored by adopting the

Deep Reinforcement Learning method, which can avoid the disadvantage of heuristic

algorithms of falling into local optimal.



Chapter 5

Energy-aware Design Policy of

End-to-End Network Slicing using

Deep Reinforcement Learning

5.1 Introduction

The carbon emission problem has been attracting extensive attention, together with the

energy shortage problem in some countries. Regarding the high power of the devices

in 5G technology, their energy consumption should be considered in implementations.

Network slicing is a core technology to implement the 5G or beyond network systems,

and it is significant to achieve its energy-aware deployment. Network slicing can

support a wide range of network services with various performance requirements [1].

Specifically, the underlying infrastructure can be divided into several logical, virtual

and isolated network slices.

In the 5G network slicing technology, the Network Slicing Design Problem (NSDP)

as an emerging research topic has been developed, and it origins from the Virtual

Network Embedding (VNE) and Service Function Chaining (SFC) techniques. The

NSDP aims to deploy various network slices onto the physical network and allocate

their required resources efficiently, such as computational, storage and networking
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resources, while satisfying various Service Level Agreements (SLAs) of different slice

tenants.

The NSDP considering energy cost should be investigated to achieve efficient

energy utilization and guarantee a balance between energy consumption and the accep-

tance ratio of the network slices deployed onto the physical infrastructure. However,

the energy cost of the deployment processes of network slices has not been thoroughly

considered, although the VNE and SFC problems regarding the energy issues have

been studied widely. For instance, Su et.al [114] proposed an energy cost model

and formulated an energy-aware VNE problem as an integer linear programming

problem by considering the energy consumption of physical nodes and links. Lin et.al

[115] provided an energy-aware SFC embedding scheme in a dynamic traffic scenario,

specifically, they introduced three heuristic algorithms for achieving energy savings by

switching off idle devices.

Thus, it is necessary to investigate an Energy-Aware Network Slicing Design Prob-

lem (EA-NSDP) by incorporating energy issues into the design processes of network

slices. Generally, an optimization problem of the NSDP can be solved by several

existing techniques, including exact-based approaches and heuristic-based algorithms.

Both of them can obtain acceptable results in most cases [116]. However, these meth-

ods may be limited to some extent to solve the optimization problem, because there

are still disadvantages to these methods. Specifically, they are challenging to deal with

the NSDP within a polynomial computation time due to its NP-hard characteristic in

the practical context of large-scale networks, although the exact-based approaches

may be effective for small-scale networks. Besides, convergence issues are reported

for heuristic-based algorithms (e.g. Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm [111],

Evolutionary algorithm [117] and Tabu Search algorithm [118]), and they fail to benefit

from historical experience.

Alternatively, the Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) as a promising approach

for solving the problems in network slicing has begun to been studied [119–122].

For example, in Reference [122], the authors proposed two DRL-based algorithms to

determine how to orchestrate network slices intelligently from the perspective of slice
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isolation and cloud-edge collaboration. In general, the DRL methods can integrate an

automatic optimization framework to address the decision-making problems effectively

with the benefit of historical experience by adopting the Reinforcement Learning (RL)

architecture as a learning agent and employing the Deep Learning (DL) technology as

the approach to feature extractions.

In this chapter, a DRL framework is developed to solve the EA-NSDP inspiring

from the Neural Combinatorial Optimization paradigm [60]. To be specific, the energy

efficiency is investigated from two aspects: the energy consumption of physical nodes

and the energy consumption of physical links [114]. The EA-NSDP is formulated as a

Markov Decision Process (MDP) problem, and the problem can be solved based on

DRL. In particular, we exploit the Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C) algorithm architecture

[86] to train the policy network for sampling the candidate solutions, and a search

strategy is proposed to refine the parameters of the policy network and determine

the final design solutions. The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as

follows:

• An energy-aware objective function is designed for the NSDP to improve the

energy efficiency, including the node energy consumption and link energy con-

sumption. Specifically, the energy consumption EN of physical nodes consists of

the switching power cost of host nodes, the basal power cost and demand power

cost of network nodes. Besides, the energy consumption EL of physical links

contains the demand power consumption of network links and the switching

power cost of forwarding nodes.

• The proposed EA-NSDP is modeled as a MDP problem with a set of rein-

forcement learning elements, including a state space, a finite action set and a

reward function. In particular, the reward function is defined based on the link

energy consumption by network slice requests, which can establish a connection

between the design processes of VNFs and virtual links in network slices.

• The A2C algorithm architecture is employed to train the proposed algorithm

framework. The parameterized policy network is regarded as an actor network,
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and its parameters are optimized based on a policy gradient method under the

guidance of a critic network. The policy network is implemented by leveraging

the pointer network architecture with an attention mechanism, which contains

two RNN networks: encoder and decoder. Besides, a search strategy is presented

to update and refine the parameters of the actor network and select the final

design policy of network slices. The present model architecture can provide

flexibility and scalability in terms of the varying sizes of output sequence, which

is appropriate to address the problem with a set of network slice requests of

different sizes.

• The performance of the proposed EA-NSDP algorithm is verified through ex-

tensive simulations. First, different batch sizes and iteration times in the search

strategy are implemented to validate the performance. Then, the simulation re-

sults demonstrate that our proposed algorithm achieves enhanced performance in

terms of energy efficiency, cumulative acceptance ratio and resource utilization

compared to two existing algorithms.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 summarizes the related

works of the network slicing based on the DRL approaches. Section 5.3 provides the

network model, including the physical infrastructure and the network slice requests.

Section 5.4 introduces an energy-aware design objective of the NSDP, and gives the

details of problem formulation that contains a MDP model with several RL elements.

Moreover, the algorithm framework of the proposed EA-NSDP is proposed in Section

5.5, including the structure of the learning agent, the optimization of policy gradient

and the details of learning algorithms. In addition, the performance of the proposed

algorithms is verified in Section 5.6. Finally, a brief conclusion is summarized in

Section 5.7.

5.2 Related Works

The NSDP have been extensively investigated based on different optimization objectives[44,

97, 95]. For example, Reference [44] presented a resource allocation scheme of net-
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work slicing, which aimed to minimize the operational expenditures for the infras-

tructure providers while maximizing the social welfare among different network slice

tenants. Bouzidi et.al [97] introduced a SDN-based architecture to enable the creation

of radio and transport slices through the prediction of slice capacity and congestion,

which intended to minimize the overall latency of networks. Besides, Guan et.al [95]

proposed a service-oriented deployment algorithm for the network slicing to optimize

the resource utilization for different kinds of network slices.

Regarding the optimization methods for solving the NSDP, in addition to the two

methods (exact-based approaches and heuristic-based algorithms) mentioned above,

the DRL technology has been applied to solve the NSDP. Two representative DRL

approaches have been widely employed: the value-based Deep Q-learning algorithms

[123] and the policy-based Actor-Critic algorithms.

5.2.1 Deep Q-Learning for Network Slicing

Applying the approaches of Deep Q-Learning Networks (DQNs) as a solution for the

problems in network slicing has been investigated in recent literature, such as the re-

source allocation and management problems of network slices and the reconfiguration

mechanism.

In Reference [124], the authors demonstrated a demand-aware resource allocation

scheme for two network slicing scenarios, including the radio resource slicing and

priority-based core network slicing. The allocation scheme adopting the DQNs could

incorporate the relationship between user demands and resource supplies, which aimed

to enhance the effectiveness and agility for network slices. Suh et al. [119] investigated

a DRL-based network slicing technique, which attempted to improve the long-term

system throughput and satisfy the QoS requirements for different 5G application

scenarios. And they employed a DQN to train networks and exploited an action

elimination mechanism to speed up training processes by eliminating the undesirable

actions. Reference [120] studied a DQN-based resource allocation framework of

network slicing, which could be applied in multi-slices and multi-service scenarios.

This work was intended to maximize the End-to-End access rate by making dynamic
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decisions of resource allocation in both RAN slices and core slices. In Reference [125],

the authors investigated an intelligent network slicing reconfiguration mechanism under

the fluctuation of traffic flows by exploiting the deep reinforcement learning techniques,

which aimed to minimize the long-term resource consumption. Specifically, the large

state space and high-dimensional discrete action space were decreased by employing

the Branching Dueling DQN method. Besides, the work in Reference [126] designed a

DQN-based network slicing model in terms of multiple fog nodes collaborating through

an edge controller. Regarding the intelligent vehicular applications and smart city

scenarios, the proposed DRL-based model attempted to solve the resource allocation

problem that required heterogeneous latency and different computing needs.

5.2.2 Actor-Critic for Network Slicing

Although the DQN methods have been investigated widely for network slicing, the

Actor-Critic architecture as a technique that combines the strengths of the DQN

approaches and the policy gradient mechanisms has been a promising approach for

solving the resource allocation and optimization problems in network slicing.

For instance, Reference [127] proposed a resource allocation method in the RAN

network slicing in terms of the power and radio resources based on the DRL and

DL algorithms considering system power and slice isolation. To be specific, this

work employed the Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) algorithm [86]

and SBiLSTM technique to determine the allocation scheme of power and spectrum

resources. In Reference [128], a dynamic resource allocation algorithm was developed

based on the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) method [129] for the network slicing

scenarios where heterogeneous requirements were considered in multi-access edge

computing environments. Its goal was to maximize the resource efficiency and satisfy

the QoS requirements of network slices at the same time by formulating a cooperative

multi-agent task. In Reference [121], a resource allocation mechanism for network

slicing named DeepSlicing was presented. The DeepSlicing method aimed to firstly

learn the resource requirements of users to satisfy their QoS requirements and then

optimize the resource management accordingly by integrating the Deep Q-Leaning
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Network and Actor-Critic method. In particular, a critic function was implemented to

estimate the value function of state-action pairs by using the DQN method. And an

actor function performed the mapping actions from a state to a specific action based

on the current policy.

However, despite the growing literature on the network slicing problems, there

still exists a critical research gap on how to deploy network slices based on DRL for

achieving efficient energy utilization while balancing the trade-off between the energy

cost and the acceptance ratio of the successful deployments of network slice requests.

Therefore, in the following, a novel policy solution to solve the energy-aware network

slicing design problem is proposed for deploying multiple network slices onto the

physical infrastructure based on heterogeneous requirements, aiming to optimize the

energy consumption and enhance the acceptance ratio.

5.3 Network Model of Energy-aware Network Slicing

Design Problem

In this section, the energy-aware network models are presented, including the physical

infrastructure and network slice requests. The main notations involved in this chapter

are summarized in Table 5.1.

5.3.1 Physical Infrastructure Model

A physical network is represented by a weighted undirected graph G = (P,L,AP,AL),

where P denotes a set of physical nodes, L represents a set of physical paths, and AP

and AL indicate the attributes sets of P and L respectively. Each physical node pi is

associated with its attribute set Api =({cpi,κpi,opi}|pi ∈P), and Api ⊆AP. Particularly,

cpi stands for the CPU capacity of pi. And κpi is a binary parameter denoting the

performing role of pi in the deployment process. Precisely, κpi = 0 means that pi is a

host node that can host one or more VNFs; otherwise, it is a forwarding node when it

does not host any VNFs but virtual links route through it. Besides, each physical node
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Table 5.1 Notations of the energy-aware NSDP

Notation Description

G Physical infrastructure topology

Q Network slice topology

K The number of network slice requests

κpi Performing role of pi

opi Occupancy state of pi

aδ Energy consumption of per unit of CPU

zδ Energy consumption of per unit of bandwidth

h(Li j) Latency of the physical path Li j

K Batch size

I Iteration times

pi is represented by its occupancy state opi = {0,1}. Specifically, opi = 1 means that

pi is active or powered up; otherwise, it is inactive state.

It is assumed that each unit of CPU capacity of physical nodes consumes aδ

energy to be activated. The physical path between pi and p j is defined by Li j, and

it is characterized by its attribute set ALi j ⊆ AL. Specifically, ALi j is represented by

ALi j = {b(Li j),h(Li j)}, where b(Li j) denotes the bandwidth capacity of Li j, and

h(Li j) indicates the latency of Li j. In addition, zδ energy consumption is required to

activate one unit of bandwidth capacity.

5.3.2 Network Slice Request Model

Each network slice is associated with an undirected graph Q = (V,E), where V denotes

the set of required VNFs and E indicates the set of virtual links. A network slice

request qk is represented by qk = (v,e,cv,be|∀k ∈ K), where v and e stand for the sets

of VNFs and virtual links respectively. cv indicates the set of CPU requirements of v,

be represents the set of bandwidth requirements of e. And K denotes the total amount

of network slice requests that need to be deployed in the network. Besides, each VNF

vs ∈ v is associated with its required CPU resources cvs ∈ cv. Each virtual link est ∈ e is
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Fig. 5.1 Illustration of Energy-aware Network Slicing Design Problem.

a logical connection between the VNFs vs and vt , and b(est) ∈ be denotes the required

bandwidth resources of est .

5.4 Problem Formulation

In this section, firstly, the energy-aware design objective for network slicing is proposed.

Then the present EA-NSDP is formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP)

problem with critical RL elements, including a state space, an action set and a reward

function. The illustration of the EA-NSDP processes is shown in Fig. 5.1.
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5.4.1 Energy-aware Design Objective

In this chapter, we aim to solve an energy-aware network slicing design problem (EA-

NSDP) by deploying various network slice requests onto the physical infrastructure

concerning energy consumption. The design objective focuses on optimizing energy

consumption to enhance the energy efficiency of the network, including the node

energy consumption EN and link energy consumption EL, which is defined by:

min E = EN +EL. (5.1)

Node Energy Consumption

The node energy consumption of a network slice request qk can be calculated as

follows:

EN(qk) = ∆Sk +∆Dk +∆Bk, (5.2)

where ∆Sk denotes the switching power consumption of host nodes for deploying qk,

which indicates the energy cost consumed for transiting energy states from power-

saving into activated. ∆Dk indicates the demand power consumption of qk, which is

defined as the amount of power required to host the VNFs in qk. Besides, ∆Bk repre-

sents the basal power consumption with basic CPU load for hosting qk, specifically,

it indicates the amount of power required to maintain host nodes in basic working

conditions after being activated.

Let Sk(pi) denote the boot up or switching power cost for activating a host node pi

from an idle or sleeping mode. The occupancy state of pi can be represented by:

opi =

 1, ∑vs∈v xs
i > 0;

0, otherwise,
(5.3)

where xs
i ∈ {0,1} indicates a binary variable of a VNF deployment. In detail, xs

i = 1 if

a physical node pi hosts a VNF vs. The value of opi is set to 1 when pi hosts one or

more VNFs; otherwise, it is set to 0. The switching power consumption of host nodes

∆Sk for placing qk is defined by:
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∆Sk = ∑
pi∈Pk

opi ·Sk(pi), (5.4)

where Pk ∈ P denotes a set of host nodes for deploying qk.

Further, activating resources on demand can avoid the waste of energy consump-

tion, according to the service requirements of network slices. The demand power

consumption ∆Dk can be represented by:

∆Dk = ∑
pi∈Pk

∑
vs∈v

xs
i · (cvsaδ ). (5.5)

The basal power consumption ∆Bk can be expressed as:

∆Bk = ∑
pi∈Pk

∑
vs∈v

xs
i ·ρpi, (5.6)

where ρpi represents the amount of power required to maintain basic working condition

of a host node pi, and it is assumed that its value keeps the same for different physical

nodes.

The node energy consumption EN(qk) of qk can be calculated as:

EN(qk) = ∑
pi∈Pk

{opi ·Sk(pi)+ ∑
vs∈v

xs
i · (cvsaδ +ρpi)}. (5.7)

Link Energy Consumption

The link energy consumption of qk can be defined by:

EL(qk) = ∆D′k +∆S′k, (5.8)

where ∆D′k indicates the demand power consumption of a set of physical links, and

∆S′k represents the switching power consumption of forwarding nodes in qk.

Specifically, ∆D′k is represented by:

∆D′k = ∑
Li j∈Lk

∑
est∈e

yst
i j · (b(est)zδ ) ·h(Li j), (5.9)
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where Lk represents a set of physical links for placing qk. And yst
i j denotes a binary

variable of a virtual link deployment. yst
i j = 1 indicates that a single virtual link est

resides on a physical path Li j.

Let Sk(pη) denote the boot up power cost to activate a forwarding node pη for

deploying qk. And ∆S′k can be defined by:

∆S′k = Sk(pη) · ∑
pη∈Li j

κpη
. (5.10)

The link energy consumption EL(qk) of deploying qk can be represented by:

EL(qk) = ∑
Li j∈Lk

∑
est∈e

yst
i j · (b(est)zδ ) ·h(Li j)+Sk(pη) · ∑

pη∈Li j

κpη
. (5.11)

The design objective of the EA-NSDP is to minimize the long-term energy con-

sumption of the physical infrastructure GP. Consequently, it can be defined as follows:

E (GP) = limT→∞{ ∑
k∈KT

EN(qk)+EL(qk)}, (5.12)

where KT = {k|0 < tk < T} indicates the set of network slice requests deploying

before time T.

5.4.2 MDP Formulation for the Energy-aware NSDP

In RL, a learning agent performs actions, which will cause a transition from the current

state to a new state. The agent then will be informed about the goodness of the

taken action by receiving a numerical reward provided by the environment based on a

reward function. Over time, the agent aims to learn the optimal action at any state and

maximize the long-term reward through a set of interactions with the environment.

A RL task can be modeled as a MDP problem when it has Markov property [85]. In

the present work, the decision-making processes can be formulated as a MDP problem,

because the states in the EA-NSDP are Markov states. To be specific, the EA-NSDP

is a VNE-type problem. The state defined in VNE problems is a Markov state when
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it has Markov property, specifically, when virtual network requests are independent

of each other and previous states and actions. The detailed proof can be found in the

Proposition 3.1 of Reference [130].

In general, a MDP problem can be formulated by a tuple (S,A,P,R,γ), where S

and A indicate a finite state space and a finite action set, respectively. P denotes the

transition probability that a state s = st can transfer to a successor state s′ = st+1 after

an action a = at is performed [131]. It can be represented by:

Pa
ss′ = P[s

′ = st+1|s = st ,a = at ]. (5.13)

Ra(s′,s) represents the reward received after executing the action a in state s

leading to state s′, which is defined by:

Ra(s′,s) = E[rt+1|s = st ,a = at ]. (5.14)

The objective of a MDP problem is to maximize the long-term reward Gt , which

can be calculated by:

Gt = rt + γrt+1 + γ
2rt+2 + ...= ∑

i=0
γ

irt+i+1, (5.15)

where rt+i+1 indicates as an immediate reward. γ ∈ [0,1] is a discount factor that

reflects the decreasing importance of the present reward on futures in the cumulative

reward computation.

In this work, the environment consists of the physical infrastructure and a set of

network slice requests. The agent corresponds to the Network Slicing Management

and Orchestration (NS-MANO) framework, which can generate design solutions for

network slice requests after receiving the state of observations from the environment.

In addition, the specific definitions of state, action and reward regarding the EA-NSDP

are presented in the following.

State Space: The state observation contains the available resource capacities of

the physical infrastructure and the resource requirements of network slice requests.

The state st can be expressed as:
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st = [Ct ,Qt ,Wt
sum,W

t
max,W

t
min], (5.16)

where Ct represents the available CPU resource capacity of physical nodes P at time

step t, it is defined by:

Ct = {c̃p1 , c̃p2, ..., c̃pN}, (5.17)

where N is the total number of physical nodes. c̃pi represents the remaining CPU

resources of pi ∈ P. In addition, Qt = {cvs,Wsum(vs)} indicates the state of a network

slice request qk, which is defined as the required amount of CPU resource cvs and

bandwidth resource Wsum(vs) of each VNF vs ∈ v.

Each physical node pi is associated with a set of adjacent physical links L(pi).

Wt
sum denotes the set of the sum of available bandwidth resources, which is defined

by: Wt
sum = (Wsum(p1),Wsum(p2), ...,Wsum(pN)). The available bandwidth resources

of L(pi) is defined by Wsum(pi), which is shown as follows:

Wsum(pi) = ∑
li j∈L(pi)

b̃li j ∀p j ∈ P, (5.18)

where li j is an adjacent link of pi, and b̃li j denotes the available bandwidth resources of

li j. It is assumed that pi can be assigned a higher probability of hosting VNFs when it

has more available bandwidth resources. Besides, the set of the maximum of available

bandwidth resources is defined by Wt
max =(Wmax(p1),Wmax(p2), ...,Wmax(pN)), where

Wmax(pi) denotes the maximum available bandwidth resource among L(pi). Similarly,

Wt
min indicates the set of the minimum available bandwidth resources.

Action Space: The action set can be represented as A = {a1,a2, ...,aT}, which

can describe a set of deployment processes of all VNFs in a network slice request qk.

The size of the set of VNFs of qk is defined as Mk = T . To generate a corresponding

mapping solution to host a VNF vt , a certain action at(t ∈ T ) can select a candidate

physical node whose available resource capacities exceed the requirements of vt , from

the N-dimensional discrete set P = {p1, p2, ..., pN} . Besides, it is assumed that the

previously chosen actions can not be selected again for the same request, which means
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that the VNFs in the same slice request should be embedded onto different physical

nodes.

Reward: The agent can adjust and improve its actions by receiving a correlative

reward from the environment, instead of following an explicit objective function in

ILP or MILP. It can be guided to deploy network slice requests in the direction of

maximizing the expected long-term return based on rewards.

A positive reward will be given to the agent after an effective action is implemented.

Specifically, physical nodes are selected, and a set of adjacent virtual links associated

with the embedded VNFs are mapped onto the shortest path of the selected physical

nodes when resource constraints are satisfied.

In the present work, a reward function can be defined as Eq. (5.12). However, the

energy consumption EN(qk) of physical nodes can be neglected as it is deterministic.

To be specific, it is decided by the three elements in Eq. (5.2), and they are not related

to specific deployment decisions of VNFs. Because the demand power consumption

∆Dk is estimated by the requirements of CPU resources, which is deterministic no

matter where the VNFs are mapped onto; in other words, the CPU resources will be

consumed exactly on demand. Besides, the switching power consumption ∆Sk of host

nodes is decided by an exact number of VNFs, and the basal power consumption ∆Bk

is evaluated by the same value of the parameter ρpi(pi ∈ P).

Furthermore, the energy consumption EL(qk), in Eq. (5.11), of physical links

varies from different actions. The demand power consumption ∆D′k of physical links

and the switching power consumption ∆S′k of forwarding nodes are both decided

by the adjacent links of VNFs, and they may vary according to different actions.

Therefore, the reward rt that the agent receives at time step t = T can be simplified

as rt = −EL(qk), where EL(qk) = {∑Li j∈Lk ∑est∈e yst
i j · (b(est)zδ ) · h(Li j) + Sk(pη) ·

∑pη∈Li j κpη
}, and it can be employed to evaluate the quality of actions and guide the

agent to make appropriate decisions.
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5.5 Algorithm Framework

In this section, we present a DRL-based algorithm framework for solving the energy-

aware NSDP based on the theory of Neural Combinatorial Optimization paradigm with

Reinforcement Learning [60]. Specifically, the detailed architecture of the learning

agent is introduced based on the pointer network structure [61] with the Bahdanau

attention mechanism [132]. The proposed framework is trained using the Advantage

Actor-Critic (A2C) algorithm [86].

5.5.1 Learning Agent

The model architecture of the learning agent for the EA-NSDP is illustrated in Fig.

5.2, including two RNN models: Encoder and Decoder of Long Short-term Memory

(LSTM) cells [133]. The agent aims to generate a set of decisions for deploying

network slice requests.

The mechanism used to make decisions by the agent is called a policy π(·|s), which

is a probability distribution over possible actions under a certain state. Specifically,

π(at |st) indicates the probability to perform an action at under st , which is defined by:

π(at |st) = P[a = at |s = st ]. (5.19)

In this work, we employ the pointer network architecture [61] to generate actions.

Generally, the architecture is a Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) model [134], which

is appropriate to solve the problems with a variable size of output sequence. It can

select specific pointers from a set of input sequences with an attention mechanism by

integrating contributions of different elements of the input sequences, and then the

output of the architecture can be formed by a set of indexes to the input.

In our model, two inputs are given to the architecture. To be specific, a set of input

sequence of the physical network GP is represented as a sequence X = [x1,x2, ...,xN ].

The vector of a physical node pn is defined as xn = {p̄n, c̃pn,Wsum(pn),Wmax(pn),

Wmin(pn)}(n ∈ N), where p̄n is the index of pn, and c̃pn denotes the available CPU

resources of pn. Besides, Wsum(pn) represents the sum of the available bandwidth
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Fig. 5.2 Illustration of the learning agent architecture for the EA-NSDP.

resources of pn, Wmin(pn) is the minimum available bandwidth resources, and Wmax(pn)

indicates the maximum available bandwidth resources.

Moreover, the input information of a given slice request qk can be defined as a

set of sequences [ζ1,ζ2, ...,ζT ], where ζs = {v̄s,cvs,Wsum(vs)} denotes the information

vector of a VNF vs. v̄s represents the index of vs, cvs indicates the required CPU

resources of vs, and Wsum(vs) represents the total required bandwidth resources of its

adjacent links.

The state information xi(i ∈ N) of the physical network is fed into the network

model sequentially. An embedding of xi is denoted as ei, which is transformed

by executing a liner transformation through the embedding layer. The embedding
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set {e1,e2, ...,eN} is inputted into the Encoder network. A set of hidden states

{h1,h2, ...,hN} can be obtained through the LSTM cell layer. At each Encoder step i,

a hidden vector hi is associated with ei and the previous hidden vector hi−1. And hi

can be represented by hi = f (ei,hi−1), where f is a tanh activation function.

The initial input to the Decoder is a Start-of-Sequence (SoS) token denoting as △,

which is a N-dimensional zero matrix. The initial status of LSTM cells in the Decoder

is set as the hidden state of the final step of the Encoder. The hidden states of Decoder

network can be expressed as {d1,d2, ...,dT}. At each time step t, a hidden vector dt is

represented as dt = f (dt−1,yt−1,ct), where dt−1 indicates the previous hidden vector,

yt−1 is the output of the previous LSTM cell and ct is the context vector of the Encoder

processes. Besides, ct can be defined as the sum of hidden states of the input sequence

in the Encoder weighted by a set of corresponding attention weights, which is shown

as:

ct =
N

∑
n=1

αtnhn. (5.20)

The Decoder network can generate a probability distribution of the design solution

of each VNF in qk over the set of physical nodes using the attention mechanism [132].

Specifically, the Decoder network can pass the information of selected physical nodes

of hosting VNFs to the next Decoder step. Let At = {αt1,αt2, ...,αtN} represent the

attention for selecting physical nodes over the input sequence, and αtn denotes the

normalized probability of selecting pn to the output yt of the decoding process at the

Decoder step t, which is defined by:

αtn =
exp(utn)

∑
N
i=1 exp(uti)

, (5.21)

where the attention score u jn (∀n = 1,2, ...,N) is defined by:

utn =

 −∞, if c̃pn < cvt or Wsum(pn)<Wsum(vt);

v⊤α tanh(W1hn +W2dt), otherwise;
(5.22)

and vα , W1 and W2 are linear learning weights to be learned in the model.
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Fig. 5.3 Diagram of the A2C algorithm structure.

Additionally, a filter layer is added to justify the output of the Decoder, aiming

to select policies without violation of resource constraints. Its inputs contain the

information of both GP and qk. A N-dimensional binary vectorM is implemented to

guarantee that the selection of physical nodes can satisfy the constraints of network

slice mapping. M is defined asM= {m1,m2, ...,mN}, which can be used to select

a subset of outputs by filtration. For ∀vs ∈ v and ∀pn ∈ P, mn is a binary parameter,

which can be calculated as follows:

mn =

 0, ∃cvs > c̃pn or ∃Wsum(vs)>Wsum(pn);

1, otherwise;
(5.23)

where mn = 0 represents that pn fails to satisfy the resource requirements of the VNF

vs, then the probability of selecting pn to host vs will be set to 0. The physical nodes

with highest probability will be selected as the output of the Decoder, which is a

sampled solution for hosting network slice requests.

5.5.2 Optimization with Policy Gradient

We employ the A2C algorithm architecture [86] to implement learning processes.

Generally, the A2C architecture is shown in Fig. 5.3, including two networks: an
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actor network and a critic network, in which an actor network can be trained under the

guidance of a critic network.

Specifically, the actor network represents the present policy network based on the

pointer network, which can generate an action a for deploying a VNF according to

the state s and value ν . The critic network parameterized by θv is responsible for

estimating the value ν of an action sampled by the policy network with parameters θ

according to a state-value function. Besides, the actor network and the critic network

both update their hidden states by using the attention glimpse mechanism [60] at the

memory states and feed the output of the glimpse function as input to the next step

of learning process, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. The actor network and the critic

network can generate different outputs: a policy πθ (st ,at) and a value estimation

Vθ (st ;θv), respectively.

;
network 

information:

Embedding Layer Embedding Layer

... ...

LSTM Layer

... ...

Attention

Glimpses
LS
TM

y

... ...

LSTM Layer

... ...

Glimpses
y

 MLP

Pointer 
Network

Critic 
Network

input

Fig. 5.4 Detailed architecture of the training model for the network slicing design
problem.
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To be specific, a model-free and policy-based RL method is leveraged to train

the policy network by optimizing its parameters θ . At each time step t, for a given

physical network input X , the training objective is formulated as:

J(θ |X) = Eπ [rt(τ|X)], (5.24)

where E[·] is an expectation function. rt(τ|X) indicates the long-term reward till

t of finding sampled trajectory τ with an input sequence X , and τ is defined as

τ = (s1,a1, ...,st ,at).

During training processes, the vector of input sequences X is drawn based on

uniform distribution from P. We employ the stochastic gradient ascent to optimize the

policy network. The parameters θ of policy network can be updated as follows:

θt+1 = θt +ξ ∇θ J(θ), (5.25)

where ξ is a learning parameter. The optimal policy πθ∗ can be learned with θ ∗, and

θ ∗ is defined by:

θ
∗ = argmaxEπθ

[rt ]. (5.26)

Differentiating J in terms of θ indicates the direction of the adjustment of network

parameters, which aims to update θ to find the global optimal solution efficiently.

The gradient ∇θ J(θ) is formulated based on the policy gradient method introduced in

Reference [83], which is expressed as:

∇θ J(θ) = E
τ∼πθ (τ)

[(r(τ|X)−b(X))∇θ logπθ (τ|X)], (5.27)

where b(X) is defined as a baseline function to estimate the predicted reward for

reducing the variance of the gradients, and it is independent on τ .

The policy gradient ∇θ J(θ) can be approximated based on the Monte-Carlo

sampling by drawing K sampled inputs X1,X2, ...,XK and sampling a design policy for

per input τk ∼ πθ (·|Xk). It can be estimated with:
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∇θ J(θ)≈ 1
K

K

∑
k=1

(r(τk|πθ )−b(Xk))∇θ logπθ (τk|Xk). (5.28)

Further, the learning processes of policy network can be improved with the guid-

ance of a critic network by learning the predicted return value sampled by the current

policy πθ for a given input sequence Xk. Specifically, the critic network can be trained

based on the mean squared error between a prediction estimator Bθv and the actual

return sampled by the recent policy. The loss function of the critic network L(θv) can

be formulated as:

L(θv) =
1
K

K

∑
k=1

[r(τk|Xk)−Bθv(Xk)]
2, (5.29)

similar to Reference [60], the baseline estimator Bθv(Xk) is defined as an exponential

moving average value of the long-term accumulated reward obtained by the policy

network, which can be updated during the learning processes automatically. It can

facilitate estimating the expected energy consumption by reducing the variance of the

policy gradients and leading to speed convergence.

5.5.3 Leaning Algorithms of Energy-aware Design Policy

In the present work, the training algorithm is based on the A2C architecture since

the difference between the sampled return value and the predicted value of the critic

network is an unbiased estimation of the advantage function. In A2C, the actor network

can sample actions according to the values predicted by the critic network, and the

parameters of the actor network can be optimized using the policy gradient mechanism.

The critic network improves its evaluation skills based on the reward given by the

environment.

The details of the training algorithm is presented in Algorithm 7. The parameters

of the actor network and critic network are firstly initialized. Then the policy network

with parameters θ can sample a solution τk by learning for deploying the network slice

request qk. In the learning processes, the parameters θ are adjusted in the direction

of the gradient of the objective function [37], which may tend to converge to local
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Algorithm 7 Algorithm of Training Process
Input:

GP: the physical network;
qk: a network slice request;
T : the number of training steps;
K: batch size;

1: initialize the parameters of the policy network θ ;
2: initialize the parameters of the critic network θv;
3: for 1,2, ...,T do
4: synchronize parameters θ and θv;
5: for k = 1,2, ...,K do
6: sample an input sequence Xk;
7: sample a solution τk = (s1,a1, ...,sT ,aT );
8: bk←Bθv(Xk);
9: end for

10: ∇θ J(θ)← 1
K ∑

K
k=1[(r(τk)−bk)∇θ logπθ (τk|Xk)];

11: L(θv)← 1
K ∑

K
k=1[r(τk)−bk]

2;
12: θ ← optimize(θ ,∇θ J(θ));
13: θv← optimize(θv,∇θvL(θv));
14: end for
15: return θ .

optimums if the objective function is non-convex. In this case, the learning agent can

suffer from a local convergence, and the system may fail to learn the optimal policy

even though the training process is extended. Besides, each network slice request is

hosted by a subgraph of the physical network topology. The number of subgraphs

exponentially grows with the increment of infrastructure components. The action

space can be extremely large when each possible subgraph is considered, and it can

also lead to slow convergence of the learning framework.

Based on this, we employ a search strategy [60] to further improve the efficiency of

searching in a large action space. The search strategy can validate candidate solutions

sampled by the policy network at the inference process and finally select the optimal

one. The details of the search strategy for the EA-NSDP are presented in Algorithm 8,

which can update and refine the parameters θ of the policy network and learn how to

determine final design solutions. Specifically, the policy network keeps being trained

by sampling solutions. Given an input sequence X and the network slice request qk,

candidate design solutions τ1, ...,τK are drawn from the policy network πθ (·|X ,qk).
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Algorithm 8 Algorithm of Search Strategy for the EA-NSDP
Input:

X : an input sequence of the physical network;
qk: the information of a network slicing request;
I: the number of iteration times;
K: batch size;
β : learning parameter;

Output:
τ∗: the design solution of the slice request qk;

1: input the information of X and qk to the model;
2: τ∗ ∼ initially sample a solution from πθ (·|X ,qk);
3: initialize Rτ∗ ← r(τ∗|X ,qk);
4: for i = 1,2, ..., I do
5: for k = 1,2, ...,K do
6: τk ∼ sample a solution based on πθ (·|X ,qk);
7: calculate r(τk|X ,qk) and let r(τk|X ,qk) =−∞ if resource constrains are vio-

lated;
8: end for
9: update Π = {τ1,τ2, ...,τK};

10: j = argmax {r(τ1|X ,qk), ...,r(τK|X ,qk)};
11: R j← r(τ j|X ,qk);
12: if R j > Rτ∗ then
13: τ∗← τ j;
14: Rτ∗ ← R j;
15: end if
16: ∇θ J(θ)← 1

K ∑
K
k=1[(r(τk)−bi)∇θ logπθ (τk|X)];

17: θ ← optimize(θ ,∇θ J(θ));
18: bi← βbi−1 +(1−β ) 1

K ∑
K
k=1 bk;

19: end for
20: return τ∗.

The learning agent then calculates the reward of each candidate solution sampled from

the policy network, and the solution with maximum reward will be selected as the final

design solution among them.

During search processes, the baseline estimator bi is calculated by leveraging the

exponential moving average method instead of the critic network in each iteration,

since there is no need to differentiate among slice requests. bi is used to stimulate the

agent to select the solutions with better rewards. The parameters of the policy network

can be optimized in the direction of the baseline when the reward of a solution is less

than the value of baseline estimator. On the contrary, the policy network will explore
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new findings and optimize its parameters toward new directions. In addition, the

algorithm keeps training the policy network and calculating the gradients dynamically

in the search processes. Afterwards, the parameters θ of the policy network are further

refined and updated automatically.

The testing algorithm is shown in Algorithm 9. In particular, a design solution is

failed when the resource constraints of embedding VNFs or virtual links are violated.

A design solution of deploying VNFs is feasible if the resource requirements of VNFs

in qk are satisfied by the selected physical nodes, and then its design solution of the

corresponding virtual links is calculated based on the Dijkstra shortest path algorithm

[135]. Particularly, a design policy is successful only if it consists of both feasible

solutions of VNFs and virtual links. In addition, the computational complexity of the

proposed algorithm framework is O(K(T (1+ lgT )+ |E|)). To be specific, for each

network slice request qk(k ∈ K), the computational complexity is O(T ) after the input

sequence is fed into the model, and the computational complexity of the virtual link

embedding processes is O(T lgT + |E|) when its VNFs are successfully deployed.

The performance of the present algorithm can be evaluated regarding several evalu-

ation criteria, including the energy consumption efficiency, the cumulative acceptance

ratio of network slice requests, and the resource utilization of physical nodes and links.

Specifically, the cumulative acceptance ratio is defined as the ratio of the accumulated

number of the network slice requests successfully deployed to the total number of

requests over time. The resource utilization of physical nodes indicates the CPU

resource utilization, which is represented by the ratio between the consumed CPU

resources and the total CPU capacity of physical nodes in the infrastructure. Besides,

the resource utilization of physical links denotes the bandwidth resource utilization.

Moreover, the energy consumption efficiency ∆ denotes the ratio of the required

energy by network slice requests to the total energy consumption of the network, which

is defined by:
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Algorithm 9 Algorithm of Testing Process
Input:

θ : the parameters of the policy network;
Γ: a set of network slice requests;

Output:
solutionSet

1: initialize a solutionSet = φ

2: for each network slice request qk ∈ Γ do
3: sample candidate solutions from the policy network;
4: select a design solution τ∗ of VNFs for qk based on Algorithm 2;
5: if τ∗ is feasible then
6: place the VNFs of qk onto the physical network;
7: obtain the design solution ϕ∗ of virtual links of qk based on the Dijkstra

Algorithm;
8: if the design policy (τ∗+ϕ∗) is feasible then
9: perform the mapping processes of virtual links;

10: update resource capacity of the physical network;
11: solutionSet.add(τ∗+ϕ∗);
12: return ‘Design Success’;
13: else
14: release the placed VNFs;
15: return ‘Design Failed’;
16: end if
17: else
18: return ‘Design Failed’;
19: end if
20: end for
21: return solutionSet.

∆ =[
∑k∈K{∑pi∈P{∑vs∈v(cvsaδ +ρpi)+opi ·Spi}}

limT→∞{∑T
tk=0 EN(qk)+EL(qk)}

+
∑k∈K{∑li j∈L ∑est∈e best zδ}

limT→∞{∑T
tk=0 EN(qk)+EL(qk)}

].

(5.30)

5.6 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we conduct a series of simulations to investigate the performance

of the proposed algorithm framework for the EA-NSDP. Besides, a classic heuristic

algorithm NodeRank [136] and a RL-based algorithm using Graph-Convolutional
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Fig. 5.5 Illustration of the structure of the physical network.

Networks (GCN) [116] are implemented as comparison algorithms to validate the

performance of the proposed algorithm.

5.6.1 Simulation Setup

The structure of the physical network is a data centre network with a tree network

topology. A similar setting up about the physical network can be found in Reference

[137]. The structure of the physical network is illustrated as Fig. 5.5.

Specifically, the physical network consists of 148 physical nodes, including 20

forwarding nodes and 128 host server nodes. The forwarding nodes consists of 4 core

switch nodes, 8 aggregation layer nodes and 8 edge layer nodes. The CPU resource

capacity of each host server node is set to 104. Besides, the physical network has 160

physical links, where there are 128 physical links between the host server nodes and

the edge forwarding nodes, and 32 physical links among the other types of forwarding
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nodes. The bandwidth capacity of the physical links between any host node and the

forwarding nodes in the edge layer is given as 104, the bandwidth capacity of the

physical links between any forwarding node in the edge layer and the forwarding nodes

in the aggregation layer is set to 4 ·104, and the bandwidth capacity of the physical

links between any core switch node and the forwarding nodes in the aggregation layer

is set to 16 ·104.

In addition, the simulations are performed to deploy 500 network slice requests

iteratively until all requests are fulfilled. For each network slice request, the number

of VNFs is uniformly distributed from 2 to 10. The connectivity of virtual links is

set to 0.5, that is to say, the average number of virtual links equals to (n2− n)/4

and n indicates the number of VNFs of each network slice request. The requirement

of CPU resources is uniformly distributed in U [2 ·102,2 ·103], and the requirement

of bandwidth resources is set to the uniform distribution U [5 ·102,3 ·103]. And the

Time-to-Live (TTL) of each network slice request is uniformly sampled from the

distribution U [10,103].

To implement the proposed algorithms for the energy-aware NSDP, the sizes of

the LSTM hidden layer and embedding layer are set to 128 respectively. The ADAM

optimizer [138] is employed to update the parameters θ of the policy network with a

learning rate 10−2, and β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999. Moreover, the discount factor γ is set

to 0.9 and the penalty parameter φ is adopted with 106. The learning parameter β of

the baseline estimator is set to 0.9. The parameters of energy consumption aδ and zδ

are both given as 1. Besides, the switching energy cost of host nodes and forwarding

nodes are set to 50 and 10, respectively. The basic energy consumption of host nodes

is set to 50, and the maximum time units of the simulation is 103. The performance

of the proposed algorithms are evaluated under different batch sizes K and iteration

times I. Specifically, the value of K is respectively set to 8,16,32,64,128,256,512.

And the value of I is given as 10,20,30,40,50,60,70, respectively.

Additionally, two comparison algorithms using the NodeRank algorithm and the

GCN architecture are validated with the same set of network slice requests to evaluate

the effectiveness of the proposed model. For the GCN model, we use the same training
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a. b.

Fig. 5.6 Energy efficiency with different iteration times of the batch size K = 32: a.
Energy efficiency under different time unit; b. Average energy efficiency for 1000 time
units.

parameters as those of the proposed model, specifically, its hidden units are also set to

128, and the learning rate and discount factor are given as the same value 10−2 and

0.9, respectively.

The simulations in the present work are executed on a laptop with an Intel Core

i7 CPU at 2.50 GHz with 32 GB of RAM. And the models are trained on a NVIDIA

RTX A3000 GPU with CUDA 10.1 to enhance the computational efficiency. The DRL

environments are built with Python 3.7 and PyTorch 1.6.

5.6.2 Evaluations Results

Firstly, the performance is investigated under different iteration times with the same

value of K = 32. The energy efficiency changing over time units is shown in Fig.

5.6-a under different iteration times, where it is reduced as the time units increase

since more energy is consumed over time. Besides, the energy efficiency rises as the

iteration times increase. Because the model can be optimized more thoroughly over

larger iteration times and the optimal policy with maximum reward has a great chance
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a. b.

Fig. 5.7 Resource utilization ratios with different iteration times of the batch size
K = 32: a. Node utilization ratio under different time unit; b. Link utilization ratio
under different time unit.

of being selected. The average energy efficiency of each iteration time for 1000 time

units is also illustrated in Fig. 5.6-b.

Furthermore, the utilization ratios of physical resources are shown in Fig. 5.7 under

different iteration times with K = 32. Fig. 5.7-a shows that the node utilization ratio is

enhanced over time before the time unit of 200 due to the increment of the number of

physical nodes hosting VNFs. Afterwards, it gradually decreases with the increase

of time units because the use of CPU resources is less than that of release over time.

Besides, the node utilization ratio for different iteration times has a similar trend since

the consumed CPU resources are the amount of the resources required by the network

slice requests. Additionally, in Fig. 5.7-b, the link utilization ratio gradually decreases

with the increase of iteration times from the overall trends. The shortest physical paths

can be more likely to be found as the quality of design policies enhances when the

iteration times are increased. The calculation of the energy efficiency is related to the

link occupancy, and it can be improved with the efficient utilization of physical link

resources.

Fig. 5.8-a shows the execution time of deploying a network slice request with

different iteration times of the batch size of K = 32. Obviously, the execution time
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a. b.

Fig. 5.8 Execution time with different iteration times of the batch size K = 32: a.
Execution time of deploying a network slice request under different time unit; b.
Average execution time for 1000 time units.

generally rises with the increment of the iterations even though some exceptions exist.

It gradually increases over time units since the network slice requests that failed to be

deployed will try again after the physical resources occupied by the expired requests

are released. In addition, the network slice requests with a relatively large number

of VNFs may have more complex topological attributes and need more time to be

deployed, they are more likely to be deployed successfully only when the physical

network is idle after resources are released. The average execution time with different

iteration times is shown in Fig. 5.8-b. As can be seen that the average execution time

under the iteration time of 70 is more 6% than that under the iteration time of 60,

however, its energy efficiency is not as good as that of 60 from Fig. 5.6. Thus, the

iteration time is selected as 60 to improve the energy efficiency.

Moreover, the performance can be validated under different batch sizes. From

Fig. 5.8, it can be seen that the execution time is shortest when the iteration time

I equals to 10. To save the simulation time, we set I as 10 when the differences

among various batch sizes are investigated. Specifically, from Fig. 5.9-a, the energy

efficiency increases as the increment of batch sizes when K is less than 128. Generally,

within a specific range of batch size, the quality of solutions is increased as the batch
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size increases since the ascending direction of the policy gradient is more accurate

and its oscillation is minor. And a small batch usually introduces more randomness,

which may make achieving convergence to better solutions more difficult. In addition,

the average energy efficiency for 1000 time units is illustrated in Fig. 5.9-b, where

the energy efficiency remains in a similar range when the batch size K is set to 128

and 256, respectively, at I = 10. To further investigate their differences, the energy

efficiencies of K = 128 and K = 256 are evaluated again when the iteration times I are

set to 60, which is shown in Fig. 5.10. As can be found that the energy consumption

of K = 256 is slightly more efficient than that of K = 128.

Fig. 5.11 shows the resource utilization of physical links with different batch sizes

under I = 10. We can see that less link resources are consumed as batch sizes increase,

which makes the deployment of network slice requests more efficient. Because small

batch sizes may make the loss function oscillate and cause it a slow convergence

to optimal solutions. Besides, it can be seen that the link utilization ratios with the

batch sizes of 256 and 512 are similar. Regarding the execution time of deploying a

network slice request, it is shown in Fig. 5.12-a when the iteration times equal to 10 for

different batch sizes. The execution time increases with the increment of batch sizes.

In particular, the execution time of the batch size K = 512 is dramatically increased

after the time unit of 900. In Fig. 5.12-b, the average execution time for 1000 time

units when K = 512 is 2.81 times as large as that of the batch size K = 256. However,

from Figs. 5.9-a and 5.11, it can be seen that the results of the energy efficiency and

the link utilization ratio are not enhanced significantly when the batch size is set to

512. Hence, the batch size is chosen as 256 to obtain a relatively efficient energy

consumption and enhance the execution efficiency under trade-offs.

Furthermore, the performance of the EA-NSDP can be verified by comparing that

of the GCN and NodeRank algorithms with respect to the cumulative acceptance ratio,

the energy efficiency and resource utilization of physical nodes and links, when the

batch size is set to 256 and the iteration time is given as 60. Regarding the acceptance

ratio in Fig. 5.13, it can be observed that the algorithm of the EA-NSDP performs

better than the other two comparison algorithms. For example, at 800 time unit, the
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a. b.

Fig. 5.9 Energy efficiency with different batch sizes of the iteration time I = 10: a.
Energy efficiency under different time unit; b. Average energy efficiency for 1000 time
units.
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Fig. 5.12 Execution time with different batch sizes of the iteration time I = 10: a.
Execution time of deploying a network slice request under different time unit; b.
Average execution time for 1000 time units.
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Fig. 5.13 Cumulative acceptance ratio: a comparison between the proposed algorithms
of the EA-NSDP and two exiting algorithms GCN and NodeRank.
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Fig. 5.15 Resource utilization ratio: a comparison between the proposed algorithms of
the EA-NSDP and two exiting algorithms GCN and NodeRank.
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Fig. 5.16 Resource utilization ratio: a comparison between the proposed algorithms of
the EA-NSDP and two exiting algorithms GCN and NodeRank.
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Fig. 5.17 Execution time: a comparison between the proposed algorithms of the
EA-NSDP and two exiting algorithms GCN and NodeRank.

cumulative acceptance ratio of the proposed algorithm is more 9.64% and 24.93%

than that of the GCN and NodeRank algorithms, respectively. Because its candidate

solutions are first sampled by the pointer network of a LSTM layer with the attention

mechanism, which leverages the historical experience to guide the policy network

to find the feasible solutions. On this basis, the near optimal design policy with

maximum reward can be obtained through an effective search strategy, which increases

the probability of successful mappings of slice requests. Besides, the cumulative

acceptance rate of network slice requests continues to increase over time. The reason

is that more slice requests are mapped successfully onto the physical network over

time even though some of them once failed to be deployed in the early stage.

Fig. 5.14 illustrates the impact of different algorithms on the energy consumption

of mapping network slice requests. Generally, the performance of algorithms based on

RL approaches is better than that based on heuristic algorithms. Heuristic algorithms

usually lack a holistic consideration of global characteristics of the physical network,

which may cause the failure and inefficiency of VNFs mapping. Specifically, the

energy consumption of the EA-NSDP and GCN algorithms is more efficient than

that of the NodeRank algorithm. Because the NodeRank algorithm cannot learn the

characteristics of the physical network by an intelligent agent as RL-based algorithms,
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and it only mapped the VNFs according to the rank of local importance of the attributes

of physical nodes. Besides, the performance of the EA-NSDP algorithm is better than

that of the GCN algorithm in terms of the energy efficiency. The GCN algorithm failed

to leverage the previous experience to search for candidate solutions despite that it

considered the attention mechanism to map VNFs by computing the importance of the

adjacent nodes to a certain physical node.

In Fig. 5.15, the resource utilization of physical nodes is investigated compared

to the GCN and NodeRank algorithms. In the early stage, the resource utilization of

physical nodes increases over time since as many network slice requests are tried to

deploy onto the physical network, afterwards, it decreases gently when the resources

occupied by the VNFs in the expired network slice requests are gradually released. In

addition, it can be seen that the EA-NSDP algorithm performs better than the other

two algorithms most of the time in terms of the resource utilization of physical nodes.

The trend of the resource utilization of physical links remains correspondingly flat in

Fig. 5.16. Because the released resources and the reallocated resources of physical

links keep relatively balanced. The resource utilization of physical links of the EA-

NSDP algorithm is lower than that of the other two since the proposed algorithm can

search the solution with shortest physical paths from the candidate ones. The average

execution time of the three algorithms for 1000 time units is shown in Fig. 5.17. The

overall execution time of the EA-NSDP algorithm is relatively longer than the other

two algorithms since it takes more time to sample candidate solutions by the policy

network and determine the final solution by a set of search processes. In addition,

it can be seen that the heuristic NodeRank algorithm requires the least amount of

execution time.

5.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we present an energy-aware network slicing design problem to im-

prove the energy efficiency of the deployment of network slices while improving the

acceptance ratio. Specifically, an energy-aware objective function of the problem is de-

signed in terms of the energy consumption of physical nodes and links. The proposed
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problem is formulated as a MDP problem with a reward function considering the link

energy consumption. Moreover, the learning network is trained by leveraging the A2C

algorithm architecture, where the parameterized policy network is regarded as an actor

to sample candidate solutions under the guidance of a critic network. In particular, the

policy network is modeled based on the pointer network architecture with the attention

mechanism. The parameters of the policy network are optimized using the policy

gradient mechanism. A search strategy is presented to update the policy network and

determine the final design solution. Besides, compared to two existing RL-based and

heuristic approaches, the simulation results show that the proposed algorithm performs

better in terms of energy efficiency and cumulative acceptance ratio. We found that

the energy efficiency of the proposed algorithm can be enhanced to 69.7%, while the

accumulative acceptance ratio can be achieved at 99%. Overall, the present work may

further pave the way of optimizing the energy efficiency of network slices using DRL

in 5G or beyond technology.

In the next chapter, a comprehensive conclusion of the thesis and a brief introduc-

tion to future works are stated.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Works

6.1 Conclusions

In the present thesis, the network slicing design problem is proposed and stated in

Chapter 1, and the motivation for investigating the problem is also introduced. The

problem is studied with different design objectives for deploying various network slices

onto a shared physical infrastructure, which can satisfy diverse service requirements

of different use cases and enhance resource and energy efficiency.

Chapter 2 gives a comprehensive introduction to the technical background of

network slicing research. Specifically, the fundamental concepts in the End-to-End

network slicing technology are introduced, including the virtualization technique, the

differences between the virtual machines and containers, the basic knowledge of the

Network Function Virtualization and Software Defined Networking techniques, the

cloud and edge computing, and the isolation issues in network slices. The principles

for implementing network slices are also stated, and the overall framework of network

slices is introduced. Besides, the detailed characteristics of different service application

scenarios are given, especially the 5G use cases: eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC. In

addition, the proposed network slicing design problem is derived from two prerequisite

techniques: the Virtual Network Embedding and the Service Function Chaining

Placement. And the two techniques are introduced. Moreover, two critical enabling
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technologies for solving the network slicing design problem are illustrated, including

the optimization methods and the deep reinforcement learning approaches.

In Chapter 3, a basic design policy of network slicing is proposed to deploy

different network slices in various 5G use cases, aiming to guarantee them coexist in

the same physical network. Firstly, the network slicing design problem is modeled

as an ILP problem with multiple objectives for eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC network

slices under the constraints of limited resources. And a heuristic algorithm is proposed

to solve the problem as a trade-off between the computational cost and the quality

of solutions since the formulated problem is a NP-hard problem. As a result, the

average occupancy ratios of the physical nodes and links illustrate that the proposed

algorithm can ensure a balanced utilization of the physical network. With the help

particle iterations, the resource efficiency of the proposed algorithm can achieve better

performance compared to existing approaches.

Moreover, different service requirements of network slices usually need to be

satisfied in various application scenarios. The traffic demands in the network may

fluctuate or burst over a period of time. Thus, in Chapter 4, a service-aware design

policy is proposed for various use cases, which can deploy network slices and satisfy

their resource requirements under the situation that the traffic demands fluctuate in the

network. The proposed service-aware problem is formulated as a robust optimization

model with the uncertain traffic demands, which allows network slices to provide

robust communication services. Using the ILP, the present optimization model can be

solved for small scale networks, and the impact on the objective function is verified in

terms of different values of robustness coefficients. Besides, a heuristic algorithm is

proposed to achieve efficient computation, and the simulation results show that the

present algorithms perform better in resource efficiency than the existing algorithm.

In addition, the energy consumption in the network has not been thoroughly con-

sidered during the deployment processes of network slices. Therefore, in Chapter 5,

an energy-aware design policy is studied to guarantee efficient energy consumption

while improving the number of network slices deployed onto the physical network.

Specifically, an energy-aware objective is designed according to the energy consump-
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tion of the physical nodes and links. The proposed energy-aware problem is modeled

as a MDP problem with a reward function of the energy consumption of physical

network links. Further, the problem is solved by proposing a design policy based on

the DRL approach. The learning network is trained by leveraging the Advantaged

Actor-Critic algorithm. The policy network is built as an actor network to sample

design policies based on the pointer network architecture of RNNs structure with

an attention mechanism, and its parameters are optimized using the policy gradient

method. A search strategy is proposed to generate final design solutions and refine the

parameters of the policy network. The simulation results validate that the performance

of the proposed algorithms is better than those of two exiting algorithms in terms of

the energy efficiency and cumulative acceptance ratio.

6.2 Future Works

Although this thesis covers some critical issues in the network slicing design problem,

there are still significant issues that have not been considered in the present thesis. In

the section, some insights and research directions for future works are stated.

5G networks are usually dynamic, which can lead to varying service requirements.

Thus, it is necessary to solve the network slicing design problem in dynamic scenarios.

However, the proposed design policies in this thesis are static, which are not effective

to deploy network slices dynamically.

One research direction would be investigating a reconfiguration scheme of network

slices. A reconfiguration scheme can migrate the previously deployed network slices

and reallocate the configured resources. It can utilize newly added resources for

accepting more network slices, and the resources can be utilized more efficiently

compared to static design policies. It can also greatly simplify the design, management

and deployment process of network slices and enhance the flexibility and adaptation

of the system for supporting services in dynamic situations [96]. Thus, the design

policies presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 can be further improved when network slices

can be reconfigured according to the variations in service requirements.
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Another research direction would be the study of a design policy of network

slicing based on a prediction mechanism. In this thesis, the network resources of

different network slices are allocated statically according to an expected amount

without considering the future of network slice requests and their resource requirements.

Besides, the fluctuations of traffic demands in Chapter 4 are modeled based on a simple

prediction mechanism, ignoring the prediction of future variations according to the

previous resource allocations. Thus, the impact of deploying a specific network slice

on future network slice requests and the prediction of resource requirements based on

historical experience have not been verified in a dynamic environment. Generally, a

prediction mechanism can be extracted from a large amount of historical data. The

machine learning technologies are appropriate to be applied to exploit the principles

behind raw data and derive predictions of new network slice requests. To sum up,

it will be helpful to design policies of network slicing by investigating a prediction

mechanism of future network slice requests, for instance, the work proposed in [99].

Additionally, it is worth exploring a feasible security mechanism in the design

policy of network slicing. The security challenges for network slicing mainly contain

inter-slice security and intra-slice security. To be specific, the inter-slice security refers

to the security issues related to other network slices, and intra-slice security is focused

on the security aspects of a network slice by itself [139]. An inter-security problem can

occur when a dedicated device is only authorized to access a specific network slice but

tries to obtain access to other unauthorized ones. Besides, an intra-security issue may

damage a network slice by attacking the service running on it. The more significant

number of virtual network functions shared by different network slices may lead to a

higher security vulnerability in a specific network slice. Thus, a proper isolation level

for network slices is essential to carry out their implementations, which can provide

a protection mechanism to defend individual network slices. Isolation of network

slices can be performed in two ways: physical isolation and virtual machine-based

isolation, which consists of different attributes, such as VNFs isolation, traffic isolation,

processing isolation and storage isolation. Providing a correct and required isolation
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level for deploying network slices is one of the most difficult challenges for the design

policy of network slicing. Thus, it is a topic of significant research value.
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